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INTRODUCTION

Welcome to Bristol Stamp Auction catalogue number 5. We are delighted to advise that this will
once again be a public sale at Gordano School, St. Mary’s Road, Portishead, Bristol, BS20 7QR.
Viewing will be from 9am to 1.15pm with the auction itself taking place from 1.30pm.

We remain mindful of the COVID situation which is ongoing and subject to no changes in
government guidance, we intend to conduct a public auction. We recommend you phone us on
any of the contact numbers in this catalogue or our regular lists if you have any questions in this
regard. In any event, masks will be available for use on the day for those who wish to wear

them. 

For clients resident in the Dover area, viewing of single lots only will be available for a few weeks
prior to the sale at Keith Shepherd’s Dover Stamps site in Biggin Street. 

This sale contains 1,050 lots, with over 600 newly listed items being offered for the first time. The
majority of the re-entered material is at reduced reserves. As usual we have several £1 starts,
with viewing recommended on several of these! The items in this sale represent the property of
several different vendors. Whilst we take care to ensure lots are accurately described, we are not
able to thoroughly check everything, particularly box lots and bulk items, we simply do not have
the time! Vendor’s information supplied to us varies, but we do our best to offer material in a way
that is consistent across all lots. Please ask if you require clarification on anything at all.

The photo plates may help your understanding and include some of the more unusual and/or
valuable items. There is a wide variety of material on offer.  We hope you find something of
interest.

Although this is a public sale, we also offer the usual facilities for absentee (postal) bidders. If you
have any questions at all please do not hesitate to ask.

Yours in collecting

Peter & John

April 2022
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Viewing Arrangements & Bidding in our auctions
THE ‘TYPE’ OF EACH LOT IS CLEARLY INDICATED IN THE CATALOGUE AFTER THE LOT NUMBER

VIEWING ARRANGEMENTS

GENERAL

All viewing has to be undertaken in line with Government Covid guidance, which may be
subject to change. You may telephone us on 01304 829827 to discuss any lot and we will do
what we can to help you.

IN PUBLIC

All lots in this sale will be available for public viewing at Gordano School, Portishead from
9am to 1.15pm on the auction date. In addition, we anticipate that all single lots (S) in this
catalogue will be available to view at Dover Stamps, 67-70 Biggin Street, Dover, CT16 1BB, for
2 – 3 weeks, until Thursday 21st April 2022, which will be overseen by Keith Shepherd (07718
157826). 

BY EMAIL

Where possible small / single (S) lots, some envelopes (E) and Albums (A), or part thereof can
be scanned via emails. Please note that this may take time depending upon the physical location
of the lots. Contact Peter (01304 829827 or 07702 270948) to discuss this, or email us.

CATALOGUE

For lots with an illustration in the catalogue, this may assist your understanding of the item
involved. The catalogue descriptions may also provide additional descriptive information to aid
understanding. Please note that colour reproduction may not be accurate, if in doubt – ask!

NOTE: A BUYER’S PREMIUM OF 15% plus V.A.T. WILL BE ADDED TO

THE HAMMER PRICE OF ALL LOTS SOLD IN THIS AUCTION

BID STEPS
The following bid steps will be used by the auctioneer when selling lots in this sale. 

Postal bids should allow for this.

Price Bid Steps Price Bid Steps

Up to £30 £1 £31 to £50 £2

£51 - £100 £5 £100 - £300 £10

£300 - £1,000 £20 £1,000 - £2,500 £50

Above £2,500 At the auctioneer’s discretion

Please note the auction will take place at 1.30pm GMT on 

Saturday 23rd April 2022. The deadline for bids is as indicated below.

BY POST

There is a bidding form in the catalogue which can be sent to us at P.O. Box 5, Dover, CT16 1YQ.
Please send in good time to reach us ideally the day before the sale.

We cannot be responsible for any bid form that may be subject to postal delay.

BY EMAIL

email your bids to invictastamps@btinternet.com by 12 midday on the day of the sale. 
Bids received after this time ‘may’ not get entered as our staff may not 

be able to check emails due to dealing with the sale itself.

BY PHONE

Bids can be telephoned to us on 01304 829827 or 07702 270948 ideally by 
10.00am GMT on the day of sale. 

Later bids may be accepted but have to be relayed and may be prone to error.

HOW TO BID IN OUR AUCTIONS
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TERMS & CONDITIONS 

There is a certain amount of general information that we are either obliged to tell you or want to tell you to
ensure that our customers know everything they need to (the legal stuff) and that there are no nasty surprises
(the general stuff). This page is designed to cover all the bases. If you have any questions just ask and we will
do our best to provide any clarity needed.

THE LEGAL STUFF

Firstly, this auction is owned and operated by Invicta Stamps Limited, all the required information regarding
the Company may be found on the Companies House website.

Our auctions are conducted using the Philatelic Auctioneer’s standard terms and conditions (1983 Revision).
These are quite widely available online and we will gladly supply a copy upon request.

V.A.T. will be fully detailed on invoices at the appropriate rate(s) and is due on both the Buyers Premium and
any selling fees.

The maximum amount we can currently accept in cash payments for any auction is 10,000 euros due to the
prevailing Money Laundering regulations and legislation. (this may be subject to change at any time).

A BUYERS PREMIUM of 15% plus VAT (if applicable) will be applied to the hammer price of each lot

sold in this auction. There are no additional charges for card payments.

THE GENERAL STUFF

Most importantly of all, the RESERVE prices shown in the catalogue are the minimum price any lot will be

sold for. There are no exceptions and any bids received below this price will be ignored. Any price inquiries
would need to be taken forward with vendors and can therefore only be made after the sale.

Unless stated otherwise, catalogue prices in descriptions will be those in Stanley Gibbons catalogues. Where
the description includes ‘STC’ this means ‘Stated To Catalogue’ and is a figure provided by the vendor and
unchecked by us. You may care to verify this yourself, but it is not guaranteed in any way by Invicta Stamps
Limited.

Photos are for information only and whilst we will provide additional information as far as we are able.
Catalogue descriptions may help but customers are strongly advised to physically view items of interest to
satisfy themselves in all respects.

Postal bids should be entered in good time, we cannot be responsible for any forms delayed in the mail.
Alternatively, you can place bids by telephoning us, or emailing us. For the later we will ‘confirm’ receipt of your
bids to you. 

Postage & packing charges are reasonable. All items will be sent on a tracked or signed for service. We will
combine lots together where possible. A single box weighing up to 6 kilos, will cost £12 - £16 to ship in the
UK (multiple boxes pro rata and higher weights a little more), overseas at cost. These charges include the cost
of any packaging materials, and we pay staff to prepare all shipments and employee costs are also in this figure.
We consider our charges stand a good comparison against competitors.

Invicta Stamps Limited
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WORLD & COMMONWEALTH

1         E      1940-50s range of foreign Postal Stationery unused including Belgium, Japan, Kuwait, Iran Dutch New Guinea and Nepal,
good to fine condn (c60) £13

2         E      1940s BWI selection of 5 WWII Censored mail with 3 from Bermuda and 2 from Barbados, all in good condn (5) £5

3         E      2 Pre-circulated Club Books with remaining stamps from mainly France, German States, and Finland. Mint and used,
stamps remaining cat £530+ £25

4        A      A 3rd empty large stock book still with stamps from Spain early to mid period with a few mint vals to 4pts, Switzerland
used with much pro-Juventute issues, Sweden from 1910 to modern with used vals to 50k etc plus a few Vatican, condn
mixed (100s) £20

5        A      A large blue stock book with early to modern used ranges including USA, Canada with KGVI vals to $1, Australia from
Roos to 2/- other vals to £1, New Zealand vals to 10/- etc, condn mixed (100s) £10

6        A      A mint but mainly u/m collection of Europa sets from 1950s-1970s with strength in Belgium, Cyprus, Finland, France,
Germany, Greece, Ireland, Italy, Monaco, Netherlands, Portugal, San Marino, Turkey etc, clean lot, Cat £1,400+ (100s) £65

7         E      A mixture of Foreign countries with a few Commonwealth, some duplication, we note France, Monaco, modern German
booklets, modern China, early Netherlands etc, condn fair to fine stc £1000+ (100s) £55

8         E      A selection of covers and post cards we note Fiji 1962 cover with vals to 2/-, France including early to mid period,
some later illustrated postcards 1955 Sport hand drawn PCs (4) in fine condn, Canada 1939 cover to UK, Australia
FDCs, Malta Registered KGV forwarded cover, Togo 1944 FDC on “Tin Can” cover etc, condn mixed PTSA £216 (36) £20

9         E      A useful mainly European ranges with mostly pre 1959 including Austria, Scandinavia, France, Portugal, Saar, Spain,
Venezuela, USA etc all good to fine mint, stc £900 (c200) £80

10       B      A Virgin box with 5 cover albums etc with World but mainly Commonwealth modern Victory issues in sets and MS’s
in printed album, various GB FDCs including a few Benham covers (48) plus early Pres Packs (19) in cover album etc,
condn fair to fine £1

11       E      B.A.T. and South Georgia - Fine used remainders in a pre circulated club book, remaining stamps priced at £121.
Cat circa £484 £48

12       A      Back 64 sides stock book partially filled with many sets and mini sheets mainly U/M, includes Thailand, Botswana, Malaysia,
Ireland etc. An eclectic lot with much variety and plenty of thematic appeal. Worth viewing. £100

13       A      Blue stock book with QEII Commonwealth, various items, high values, sets and mini sheets, all sorts much U/M neatly
displayed and identified, cat £2,134 £100

14       B      Box filled with Belgium, France, Germany & Ireland kiloware, total weight is circa 9 kilos. Unchecked and many thousands
of stamps. On a quick glance looks to be 1940’s to 1960’s period. Will take days if not weeks to process this one. £80

15       A      British Colonies - Queen Victoria to 1936 mint and used collection in 2 printed ‘Imperial’ albums one green, one
maroon. We counted in excess of 5,500 stamps and STC £31,500. Attractively reserved and recommended viewing
as better oddments throughout. £1,900

16       A      British Commonwealth (West Indies) in green 64 page stock -book. Mint and used, early to modern with A-Z country
ranges catalogued by the page, Includes Antigua with QV to 1/- mint and KGV with 5/- x 2 plus £1 and 1932
Tercentenary set and KG^ fairly complete; Good Bahamas with earlies and QV to £1 used, ED7 to 5/- and KGV to
5/- and KG6 to £1; Barbados with 50+ seated Britannia types and other QV to 5/- and KGV with 2/6d x 2 etc; Bermuda
with a page of QV and KGV with key plates to £1 (this page cats £4,066); KG6 Key types to £1 x 2 and then later QEII
def sets; British Guiana with 4 pages (cat £2,800+); British Honduras; British Virgin islands; Good Caymans with pre
KG6 to 10/- x 2 diff; Dominica with ED7 5/- mint and KGV 5/- fine used; Grenada with hi cat earlies and QV key types
to 1/- mint, ED7 5/- used, KG6 10/- mint; Extensive Jamaica (cat £2,800+); Good Leewards; Montserrat & St. Kitts
complete this lot. Vendor STC £32,000+ viewing strongly recommended, many better values here. Ideal for collector
but will break well for dealer £5,250

Lot  Category Description                                                                                                                                                   Reserve

NOTE: A BUYER'S PREMIUM OF 15% plus V.A.T. WILL BE ADDED TO THE 

HAMMER PRICE OF ALL LOTS SOLD IN THIS AUCTION
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17       E      British Commonwealth collection on black stock sheets. Mint & used and mainly KG6 to early 1960’s period. Mostly
smaller territories, includes Aden, Palestine, Bahrain, Kuwait, Batum, Solomon Islands, Fiji (well worth checking for early
perfs etc) noted £1 KGV revenue usage, Pitcairn, Norfolk Islands and Gilbert & Ellice. A little over 500 stamps of which
over 100 are Fiji (includes QV to 5/- and 1/- x 4). Mixed condition with better stamps and worth viewing we think. £110

18       E      Brown jiffy bag with an A4 stock book and some loose items with cards and a few Australian PSE’s. Mostly Canada and
Australia with some reasonable KGV in the former. A few hundreds and we spotted the GB wonky wmk wilding x 2
mint as well. £27

19       B      Brown medium carton with an old world album, a small Greece collection, three schoolboy albums, loose in envelopes
and packets, a few club books and some covers. £30

20       A      Brown stock book with a partly duplicated selection of sets and miniature sheets including lots of Namibia and some
Pope John Paul and other thematic material. 100’s of sets and M/S £50

21       B      Carton with six albums and 3 stock books includes FDC’s, Flower thematics, Queen Mother, Benham Silks, Australia
and states, Ireland and some GB £30

22       A      Christopher Columbus themed collection - Issues from early 1990’s from various countries. Includes Bahamas
M/S FDC with inset $1 banknote showing Columbus; Portugal FDC with inset 200Esc coin; Portugal and Spain U/m
sets of 6 Mini Sheets. Various other country sets and M/S on over 20 printed pages. Nice clean lot for continuation.
High cat. £44

23       B      Clear-out with 5 stock books and 2 albums plus catalogues. Includes NZ in a printed album, a cover album and more. £26

24       E      Clippings removed from our incoming mail, with mostly GB and some foreign items. The GB only commemoratives or
unfranked stamps for study / research purposes. A few hundreds and well worth sorting through. £1

25       B      Collectors clear-out in a large Louis Roederer ‘ Champagne’ box. Of note two empty binders; a stock book of modern
South Africa, stamps in packets and on stock cards, plus a few in bags. Some approval books spotted as well. Many
100’s of stamps to sort through. £1

26       A      Commonwealth KG6 - Green printed ‘Stanley Gibbons’ Crown album with interleaving in nice condition and waiting
for some one to fill it. There are just over 600 stamps in this album mint and used including some 1949 UPU sets
complete mint. These albums cost a fortune new and this one is perfectly serviceable. The stamps are generally of low
value but a good project for someone. £50

27       A      Commonwealth Omnibus issues in red 32 page Lighthouse stock book. !946 Victory, 1937 Coronation and 1953
Coronation. Mint and used with light duplication. Includes Several U/M, there are close to 650 stamps in this lot and
reserve looks reasonable for the quantity and variety on offer. £34

28       A      Commonwealth QEII period U/M  material from mostly smaller territories (NO Australia, Canada or NZ), 8 sides
with many better, total cat value exceeds £850. Includes some blocks, sets, part sets and a few mini sheets. All in good
condition with plenty of thematic interest. Very clean lot £130

29       E      Commonwealth, QE2 period fine used selection of better values on two Hagner pages. Includes Seychelles 1954 set
of 19. Total Cat £354 £26

30       B      Cover album well filled with 80+ GB covers and GB Packs. Many other random covers including some Thai script
addressed post cards , older US covers, NZ FDC’s etc. An interesting sorter £30

31       A      Eastern Europe - Large red stock book with a mint and used collection of several countries, each laid out in date
order, including Croatia, Serbia, Serbia & Montenegro, Slovenia and Yugoslavia. Just over 1,200 mint and used stamps
early to modern majority in sound to good condition. £75

32       E      Europa - 1961 GB  SG 626-628 and Ireland SG 195-6; Also 1964 Ireland SG 203-4 all x30 u/m corner blocks (Ireland
1964 with small gum bend on 4 values to 1/5d). Cat. £409 £36

33       A      Europa collection U/M from 1971 to 1981 in two 22 ring binders on ‘Lindner’ hinge-less leaves with a good deal of
completion. A few hundreds £40

34       A      Europa issues 1950’s to 1970’s in large green stock book. 100’s of U/M, mint and F/U sets and mini sheets had been
priced as a lot at £75 £30

Lot  Category Description                                                                                                                                                   Reserve
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35       A      Falkland Islands, South Georgia and Falkland Island Dependencies - An unmounted mint collection in a red
Lindner printed hinge less album with ‘T Blank’ pages to accommodate a mint and used collection together if required.
Pages from 1953 (Falkland’s), 1963 (South Georgia) and 1954 (F.I.D.). Album and pages in good condition within 22
ring binder. Contents all U/M includes 1960 Birds set and also FID 1953/4 Ships defins. There are over 360 items which
catalogue £665 and all is in complete sets. Clean lot in album that would cost £100+ new. £140

36       E      Foreign - selection of diverse better items , all good quality mint and used in small blue stock book, neatly displayed
and all identified, Cat £2,165, recommended viewing £70

37       E      Foreign mid to early modern in brown stock book mint & used we note Angola, Algeria, Brazil, Central Africa, Cuba,
Egypt, Ethiopia, French Cols., Lagos etc with much identified, stc £1000+ (100s) £80

38       B      Fruit box with 10 albums and 10 stock books includes NZ, West Indies, Malaysia, Shakespeare, Railways and Channel
Islands. A good sorter which will keep you busy for a while £40

39       B      GB & Commonwealth (mainly)  in a good sized white carton with six albums and some stamps on stock pages etc.
We note a few Japan and a card of Swiss 9 stamps that are cat over £500. One book with duplicated South Africa se-
tenants from 1940’s worth checking for varieties; Album of NZ; Ring binder with decent ST. Lucia from QV and including
KG6 £1 value; Overall a nice lot with better and high cat stamps and values lurking in various places. Includes some
Victorian GB. £155

40       A      GB & Commonwealth in red stock book early to modern used with Australia, Canada, NZ, GB with vals to £10, Ceylon
etc, condn mixed (few 100s) £1

41       B      Good sized carton with 3 stock books and 5 albums plus a Readers Digest atlas of Australia. Country collections
include Belgium, Ceylon and Greece and also a Benham album of small silks including nice Railway items. £30

42       A      Green large stock book with an ex dealer stock of mainly U/M foreign material from several different countries, colourful
thematics for the most part but it adds up. View to understand content. Will break into many lots. £50

43       B      Heavy and very well filled carton, with two ring binders of used New Zealand (variously duplicated but clean).
Polypocket full of unchecked covers and envelopes. An empty ‘Victoria’ album. Four small stock books of world stamps
and A4 albums of world stamps. German first ATM stamps FDC, 2 Michel catalogues covering Europe and some pages
of stamps. £30

44       E      India & Ceylon - Used collection on pages, India over 275 stamps QV to KG6 only includes some Rupee values,
Ceylon from KG6 to late 60’s includes KG6 5r x 3 etc. Minimal duplication with over 550 stamps in total, most stamps
are in sound to good condition. £27

45       B      Large box containing mainly RAF covers from 1970 to 1980 mostly GB but many from Europe and a few USA, many
signed including multi-signed covers plus a range of other covers including some Commonwealth and GB FDCs etc,
condn fair to fine (c500) £60

46       B      Large box of various stock books and albums etc, we note Rhodesia’s, World in stock book, GB FDCs, folder with
useful  mint & used ranges from Cape of Good Hope, Natal, Transvaal with 1885 vals to £5 (probably reprints), EDVII
vals to 2/6 etc plus a large book of USA Cinderella material, condn fair to fine (100s) £1

47       A      Large coverless stock book with a few hundred U/M stamps including Anguilla, Cocos, Penrhyn, Samoa, Tokelau etc.
Quite a few mini sheets / sheetlets £40

48       B      Large fruit box with 9 albums plus a box file of pages. Includes FDC’s, Silver Jubilee items, Australia, Canada, Channel
Islands and Denmark collections. Good sorter £30

49       B      Medium box with 5 stock books and 9 albums and a box file of paged material. FDC’s world stamps, GB, Malta, Australia,
booklets, Churchill thematics and USA collection, 100’s of stamps here. £40

50       B      Medium brown box with stamps in folders, on and off paper from around the world. A few FDC’s and GB Presentation
Packs (value around £10). One to view £1

51       B      Medium carton with a number of mixed stamps and albums, spotted a catalogue too. Also world stamps on leaves.
Worth a rummage. £1

52       B      Medium carton with various items. We note a small collection of Ceylon, two old albums, a stock book of Jersey mint.
150 world covers, loose stamps in packets and envelopes and some world pages. Good sorter. £30

53       B      Medium sized box filled with stamps from around the globe in plastic folders both on and off paper, an album or two ,
a few GB pres packs (around £10 value) and FDC’s £1

54       E      Nevis, St. Kitts, St. Lucia and St. Vincent 1980s Kiloware on paper with many high values £18

Lot  Category Description                                                                                                                                                   Reserve
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55       B      Plastic tub with seven binders of mainly thematic material - WWF animals (some of these are quite well catalogued)
and locomotives. Also a bundle of covers in packet. Heavy lot and well filled. £1

56       B      Red Virgin Wines box with world material in 7 albums and 2 stock books and a bundle of covers. Includes Australia
and Channel islands etc. 1000’s £30

57       E      Rhodesia’s mint & used collection on stock pages with early to modern including 1898 to £2 u etc, S. Rhodesia with
1924-29 vals to 2/- u, 1931-37 vals to 2/- u, 1932 Falls m & u, 1935 S. Jubilees u, 1937 to 5/- u, then QEII vals to £1
used etc, Rhodesia & Nyasaland with QEII vals to £1 u, etc, then later with more modern Rhodesia with u/m and used
sets etc, condn fair to fine, Cat £950+ (few 100) £75

58       A      Scandinavian Europa issues U/M from 1960’s and 1970’s in a 16 side stock book, will break well for resale. £40

59       E      Selection of 43 worldwide stamp booklets including USA (Face value $35+), Brunei, Canada, Kenya, Tanzania etc. Nice
lot in small black album £24

60       B      Small flat box containing a quantity of covers and postcards, we note Ireland from 1957 (24), Germany, UN with many
Swiss Air covers etc, condn mixed (c86 items)) £1

61       B      Small flat white carton with over 1,000 stamps including some part sheets of 1937 Coronation issue from Morocco
Agencies and some other KG6 C/W issues on pages noted Seychelles and Sierra Leone. An album of Ajman and a few
items of modern China Worth viewing. £30

62       E      Small selection of Commonwealth 1953 Coronation first day covers (9 items). Includes HK (typed illustrated FDC),
Jamaica, Malta, Barbados, South Africa, Northern Rhodesia, Bermuda and most interestingly 2 different covers each
bearing all 12 Malayan states stamps (Includes Singapore). Some covers a little tatty and most are opened at top, but
overall a decent grouping! £26

63       E      Small stock book with worlds early classics we note German States, German Eagles, Austria, Natal, India, France etc,
condn is mixed but with huge catalogue value (dozens) £70

64       B      Smallish brown carton with an album of Canada, an Argentina album, stock book of French duplicates, Roses tub of
GB off paper, some covers and loose etc. Will provide a few hours of enjoyment. £30

65       E      Southern & Northern Rhodesia Varieties - 1940 1½d shirt collar recut; 1943 Saddle bag flaw; 1963 1d value
omitted and 4d grossly misplaced. The variety stamps appear U/M. (9 items) £18

66       E      Two circulated club books  with Germany and Zones, remaining cat value is £750+ £40

67       B      World accumulation in large box including Large s/book with QEII Commonwealth u/m & fine used with sets & MS’s,
Jersey & Guernsey 1941-75 with many sets u/m, Cyprus, Greenland with mint useful, C’W 1937 Coronation with many
sets including Hong Kong, France early imperfs to mid period, Netherlands early to modern u/m, GB used commems
used sets plus a few u/m, India early Officials in old style s/book, Germany 1997-99 u/m & fine used, 2 old style albums
of world m & u etc, condn fair to fine (100s) £100

68       B      World collection in large box, we note Germany from 1920s to modern, Netherlands Antilles u/m MS’s from 1977
plus 1970s FDCs, Austria, x2 Military colln of Benham covers in 2 Velvet cover albums plus loose, condn mixed (100s) £1

69       A      World collection of mainly used in brown stock book, we note Egypt, Eastern Europe, S. Africa modern Birds to 5r
u/m, Singapore, France, Poland etc, condn mixed (few 100s) £1

70       E      World in small stock book we note KGVI GB optd EAF vals to 1/- m, Bahrain, St. Vincent QV u, NZ QEII vals to 10/-
u, Madagascar m, Austria 1950 Airs, Canada 1950 $1 Fisherman m, Falklands QEII to 1/- m etc, condn mixed (several
dozens) £30

71       A      World issues in red 32 page stock book, mainly U/M with much Hungary, Czech as well as some C/W material, a few
hundreds, apparently this is part of an ex eBay dealers stock £50

72       B      World mint & used accumulation in small turquoise box with GB Air letters (unused), Europe 1930s-50s on cards with
Austria, Belgium, Italy, French Colls, some modern MSs, C’Wealth 1995 sets & MSs u/m, German Zones issues mint on
pages with Mecklenburg & Saxony (Russian Zones) plus other early Germany up to the 3rd Reich etc, condn mixed,
Cat £1,300++ (100s) £50

73       B      Yellow plastic tub full of albums, covers, pages and tins etc. Large number of items to sort. £20

AAT

74       E      1989 - 2004 14 attractive maximum card sets, not often seen. Used stamps could be extracted if desired. £20

Lot  Category Description                                                                                                                                                   Reserve
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75       E      SG113/116, 1996 Paintings set U/M x 10, cat £52+ £10

76       E      SG122/125, 1998 Antarctic Transport U/M x 8 sets, cat £112+ £20

77       E      SG132/151, 2001 Centenary of Exploration set of 20 x 4 pairs of FDC (8 covers total) each set with a different Base
cancels, cat £120+ £26

ACCESSORIES

78       A      2 Senator and 1 Simplex Medium spring back binders in green, all in good condition and no longer being manufactured. £12

79       A      A boxed FDC album (believe Davo but no name showing) and a Royal Mail ‘Universal’ 4 ring binder with slipcase, both
empty and in good condition. £16

80       A      A brown Royal Maul Postcard album with 24 inserts in very good condition £1

81       A      A brown Royal Maul Postcard album with 25 inserts in very good condition £1

82       A      An 100th Anniversary of the Death of Sir Rowland Hill padded green album with printed pages A-W of the
Commonwealth in very good condition £1

83       A      Boxed ‘Davo’ GB album, volume 4 with hinge-less pages for 2000 - 2002 as new £20

84       A      Brown, ‘Safe’ 14 ring binder, brand new still in its original box. £15

85       A      Davo boxed black binder as new with no pages, ready to fill. Hard to find on it’s own. £10

86       B      Four Royal Mail Presentation Pack albums, can also accommodate FDC’s if required. Burgundy coloured each with
matching slip cases in good condition £20

87       A      GB ‘Safe’ binder (blue) with matching slip case. Hinge-less ‘Dual’ pages from 1988 - 19998. Binder has some spinal
damage, pages are fine. £10

88       A      GB ‘Safe’ binder (wine red) with matching slip case. Hinge-less ‘Dual’ pages from 1986 - 1998. Expensive to buy new. £20

89       A      Great Britain ‘Safe’ Dual binder with hinge-less pages for 2000 - 2005. Red binder with matching slipcase. Very slight
split to binder but quite serviceable. £18

90       A      Large red file with100 Hagner pages with either one or two strips, all in good useable condition £20

91       A      Lighthouse 4 ring binder in green with 20+ Vario 2 pocket leaves and matching slip case. A couple of wrinkles on spine
otherwise fine and expensive new £15

92       B      Medium to large carton with various albums and spring back binders, includes a GB Windsor album with pages in very
good condition, a Benham large FDC album, a Gibraltar binder with matching slipcase a large stock binder etc. We
counted 8 items. £20

93       A      Netherlands ‘Davo’ Hinge-less album with pages from 1993 - 2000, empty no stamps in good condition. £24

94       A      Stanley Gibbons ‘Part One’ Commonwealth & British Empire stamp catalogue 1840-1970, 2021 edition in good
condition, price new was £89.95 £20

95       A      The Ideal Postage Stamp Album for pre-war issues up to 1915 plus section for foreign countries in very good condition £10

96       A      Three ring binder with 40+ Lighthouse double sided stock pages in reasonable condition £18

97       E      WH Smith 10x2 pocket leaves double sided First Day cover album refills x 5 packets (Retail £6.99 each) £10

98       E      WH Smith CCR1 Collecting System FDC Album Refills double sided in packs of 5 x 5 packs (Retail £6.99 Each) £10

99       E      WH Smith CCR10 Collecting System Telephone Cats refills 5x10 pocket leaves x 5 packets (Retail £5.59 each) £5

100     E      WH Smith CCR11 Collecting System Postcard Album Refills double sided in packs of 5 x 5 packs (Retail £6.99 Each) £10

101     E      WH Smith CCR12 Collecting System Trading Cards Refills single sided in packs of 5 x 5 packs (Retail £4.99 each) £5

102     E      WH Smith CCR4 5x4 pocket leaves Collecting System Postcards Refills double sided x 5 packets (Retail £6.99 each) £10
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ADEN

103     S      Seiyun - SG20/27 1951 definitive set of 8 fine mint, cat £55 £12

104     S      Shihr & Mukalla - SG20/27 1951 definitive set of 8 fine mint, cat £35 £8

ANDORRA

105     S      French - SGF262/F263, 1975 Europa set x 10, cat £265 £16

106     S      French - SGF446/451, 1991 Definitive set of six ‘La Poste’ stamps in U/M blocks of four, cat £64 £10

107     E      French- 1955 Views small fine used selection including 30f, 50f, 65f, 100f and 200f, SGF156, F159-60, F163-4 (5) £15

108     E      French- Europa sets from 1966 through to 1973 complete, all fine u/m, Cat £200+ (15) £5

109     S      Small fine mint trio including 1931-50 with SGF19 2f, F143 100f Blue and SGD152 100f Green, stc £430 (3) £50

110     A      Spanish - 2002 Year Book with all stamps U/M , cat £113 £16

111     S      Spanish - SG67, 1972 Europa 8p U/M, cat £180 £18

ANGUILLA

112     E      SG1004/1007 1997 Iguana x 6 sets (4 in a sheetlet + 2 single sets), U/M, cat £52 £10

ANTIGUA

113     E      1937 to 1966  u/m collection of Omnibus sets except 1937 Coronation (m/m) on album pages presented in black
mounts with 1949 UPU, 1961 Dockyard, 1962 Stamp centenary, 1966 Churchill etc, Cat £34 (dozens) £2

114     S      1938-51 short set to 2/6 SG98-106, fine mtd mint £11

115     S      Queen Victoria large size stamp duty issues mint, 2d, 4d,6d, 2/- and 4/- in mixed condition, most with faults, but seldom
seen, Barefoot 2, 4, 5, 7 and 9. Most interesting. £20

116     E      QV to around 1970, mint and used selection of 280 items on stock pages. Good variety, mostly different and mostly
KGV onwards with 1908-17 values to 6d (x3) mint. Also SG120a/ 129 in U/M imprint blocks of four. Reserved at just
over 10p a stamp. £26

117     S      SG14w, 1d scarlet with inverted watermark, mounted mint. One slightly blunt corner perf, very fresh colour. Cat £200 £40

118     S      SG27a, 2½d ultramarine with variety ‘Large 2 in 2½ with slanting foot’. Fine mounted mint cat £160 £44

119     S      SG98/109, George VI definitive set complete mint, several including £1 value are lightly mounted mint. Cat £130 £34

ASCENSION

120     S      1938 - 1953 KGVI top values 1/- to 10/- fresh U/M, SG44/47, cat £128 £35

121     E      1938-53 KG6 defins, 24 different mint values includes SG39 (cat £45) and 46a (cat £48) £26

122     S      1956 set to 10/- SG57-69 m/m with some of the lower values with hinge reminders otherwise fine appearance (2/6 &
10/- u/m), Cat £150 £15

123     A      Collection George VI to early 2000’s in red Hagner four ring binder with stamps on Hagner pages. Mint and used.
Decent KG6 defins with values to 10/- mint and 5/- used and with some different perfs evident. Thereafter QEII ranges
with defins sets to £5 U/m and various commems etc. There are over 560 items on over 50 Hagner sheets, including
mini sheets and virtually all the used is cds. Clean material with many sets and nearly all QE2 mint is U/m £90

124     S      SG57/69, 1956 definitive set very lightly mounted mint. Cat £140 £40

125     S      SG679/694, 1996 Birds definitive set U/M, cat £40 £10

126     S      SG851/862, 2002 Island Views definitive set U/M, cat £40 £10

127     E      SG933/936, 2005 Christmas in sheetlets of 10 sets U/M, cat £70 £14
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128     E      SG950/957, 2006 Exploration & Innovation set U/M in sheetlets of 5 sets, cat £100 £20

AUSTRALIA

129     E      1913-1965 primarily mint and used collection on Ka-Be hinge-less pages with several decent items. Everything annotated
as to SG cat number and includes many Kangaroos to £1 (this used), good KGV Head types all identified including a
good used 1918-20 1d Carmine-pink. 1920-30 Kangaroos 6d to 2/- mint, MS106a mint, most commemoratives, includes
a good to fine used 5/- Sydney Harbour Bridge. Both 1934 Victoria perfs mint and almost everything after that mint
also includes Good KG6 with 6 different 1937 4d values and thick and thin paper robes complete. KG6 looks complete
in basic stamps plus there are several coil pairs as well. SG327a Stockman white paper u/m; Pre-decimal Navigators
mint, small selection of Booklet panes also. Page of 1931-33 ‘OS’ mint and fine used (cat £390+). finally mint Postage
Due sets of 1938, 1946, 1953 and 1958. This is a very nice lot with much of interest and solid run throughs. STC
£7,000+ Recommended viewing to appreciate. £1,100

130     S      1926-30 1/4 Turquoise SG104 fine used, Cat £26 £5

131     S      1926-30 4d SG91 good to fine used, Cat £40 £8

132     S      1937 3d KG6 mounted mint x 3, which vendor says appear to be different printings. Minimum cat is £190 £32

133     E      1990’s to 2000’s, 11 sheetlets of stamps in presentation folders / packs. Good face value £20

134     A      1995 Year Book with all stamps U/M £10

135     E      1996-97 Wetlands Conservation $15 stamp in U/M half sheet of 20, face value $300 (approx. £160), good Bird thematic
item. £20

136     E      1999 Coastal Flowers Telstra Phoneaway Cards collector pack with the set of four stamps and $10, $20 and $50 Phone
Cards, original cost $82 (circa £45) £15

137     A      2012 Year Book complete with all stamps as issues. High face value and decent cat value. £32

138     B      3 albums of mainly stamped maxi cards, must be several hundred with many sets noticed £20

139     E      A bag containing KGV ½d Heads with various pmks and wmks etc, condn mixed (several dozens) £15

140     A      Benham album with a small selection of 40+ FDC’s including a $10 FDC and a coin cover. Reserve appears cheap. £15

141     A      Green four ring binder with 13 U/M Smilers sheets in album includes Nemo, Harry Potter and Shane Warne £32

142     A      Including AAT, early to modern collection in a 4 ring presentation binder. Mint. Used and FDC’s with some being
U/M, 1000+ items includes 1966 Specimens, AAT 1966 set and values to $20. £55

143     E      Marginal Imprint Blocks of four, all mint and virtually all KG6 or earlier. 61 blocks and one pair, We note 5/- Robes
and 1/6d Hermes, look to be all different. Reserve looks very cheap at just £1.50 per block £90

144     E      Modern Prestige Stamp Booklets x 17with a face value of $207 (circa £120+) £40

145     E      SG SP2, 2002 Lighthouses of Australia $9.95 Prestige Stamp Booklet £4

146     S      SG136, 1931-36 10/- grey and pink. A good used example with an over inked circular cancel. Collectable copy of this
high value stamp, cat £160 £42

147     E      SG1495/1502var. 1994-96 Automatic Cash Machine self Adhesive stamps. TRIAL SHEETLET of 20 stamps. This displays
the Kangaroo facing to left, whereas the issued stamps face right. Vendor advises that just 100 of these trial sheets were
released. Rare. £300

148     S      SG159/160 AND SG161/163, 1936 Telephone and South Australia sets mint, cat £42 £8

149     S      SG168ca, 1937 3d blue lightly mounted mint, cat £60 £11

150     S      SG177 10/- robe lightly mtd mint, cat £50 £8

151     S      SG178/178a, 1938-49 £1 Robes ordinary and thicker papers both fine mint, Cat £145 £24

152     E      SG179/192, 1937-1949 Perf 15 x 14 set to 1/- mint, cat £80 £15

153     S      SG193/195, 1937 New South Wales set mounted mint, cat £40 £8

154     S      SG196/199, 1940 Imperial Forces set fine mint, cat £50 £8
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155     S      SG223/224d and SG224e/f, 1948-1956 Watermark set to £2 plus 1/6d and 2/- NO WMK mint (a couple U/M), Cat
£162 £26

156     E      SGJ1/J7, 1946-47 B.C.O.F. Commonwealth occupation Force (Japan) set of seven fine lightly mounted mint, several
could be U/M. Nice set cat £200 £80

157     S      SGO127, 6d Chestnut ‘Official’ Perf 12 block of four mounted on upper right stamp only, 3 are U/M, Cat £220+ (as
mtd),  very fresh appearance. £90

AUSTRALIAN STATES

158     E      New South Wales - Collection from earlies laid out in broadly chronological order on five stock book sides. Mint
and mainly used. We counted 178 stamps of which 22 are imperforate types and 24 are officials overprinted ‘OS’. There
are values to 5/- (x 6) and evidently shades of some stamps, excellent lot for study and classification. Although mixed
condition to be expected, some of the imperfs are very presentable examples - recommended viewing to appreciate. £120

159     S      South Australia - SG271/272, 8d Ultramarine (19mm setting) plus a pair of the 16½mm setting. All mounted mint.
The pair with some perf separation and some gum disturbance / adhesions. The left hand stamp clearly shows variety
‘EIGAT for EIGHT’, which is unlisted in SG but is very similar to another listed variant which catalogues £2,500! Very
interesting lot. £425

160     S      South Australia, SG204A, £5 perf 11½ - 12½ used with dumb canceller. A rarely encountered adhesive, Cat £11,000
mint, unpriced used, although based on other values which are priced, we consider likely to be in the region of £1,400
- £1,500. Good stamp and rarely offered. £300

161     S      Tasmania - SG153, 1871 Buff Perf 12 with TAS watermark mounted mint. Usual rough perfs, cat £350 £40

162     S      Tasmania - SG161a, 1880 3d red-brown imperforate vertical pair mounted mint, cat £425 £55

163     S      Tasmania - SG18, 1855 4d blue imperforate, large star watermark and unusually four clear margins (close at right).
Numeral obliteration as often encountered on this issue. A nice example, cat £140 £40

AUSTRIA

164     S      1858 3K Black, sound used with rectangular postmark, vendor advises perf 15, Type II, cat £375 minimum £35

165     A      1915-99 slightly duplicated collection in stock book, we note 1915 War Charity m, 1923 Artists fund vals to 1000k m,
1926 Welfare m & u, 1937 Winter relief u, 1946 Renner m, 1946 Race fund m, 1946 Cathedrals m, 1947 Vienna m &
u, 1948 Creative artists u, 1948 Cathedrals u, 1953 Vienna u, 1964 WIPA u/m blocks of 4, then a good range of mint
and u/m to 1995, P. Dues vals to 50k m, etc plus many other back of book material, condition mixed in places but
generally good to fine with the modern being u/m, Cat £1,600+ (100s) £80

166     A      1947-1974 duplicated fine used stock, many hundreds and cat £2,332. Reserved at under 4% of catalogue! £55

167     S      1950-53 Birds, 3s and 10s fine cds used, SG1218 & 1220, good quality stamps, cat £235 £22

168     A      1963-1982 mint (many are U/M) collection in Lindner printed album with T-blank pages. Clean lot, catalogue value
exceeds £650 and there are apparently over 450 stamps. Reserved at less than the album would cosy new £60

169     A      1969-1987, 1989-1990 all different ranges of issues with many sets and singles u/m stc £1,170+ (100s) £70

170     A      1970-2002 collection in red 64 side stock book. Mint and used, some U/M with better sets and values seen £55

171     A      1994-97, 1999 & 2000 u/m with 75% of completion with single stamps and sets, all fine u/m housed in stock book, Cat
£310+ (dozens) £38

172     E      A small u/m selection of values spanning 1947 to 1952, we note 1949 Johann Strauss, UPU, 1950 Maderspenger, 1951
Schmit (Painter), 1952 Joseph Schrammel etc, Cat £150 (32) £20

173     B      Black prints on documents spanning 1967-1995 all appear different in medium size box (100s) £18

174     S      Hungarian Military Post- 1915 1k to 10k SG43-8 fine mtd mint, Cat £58 (6) £10

175     B      Medium carton with album pages, stock cards an old stock book and a large packet of Austrian material. Also has a
Lindner album 1988-1993. Lots of opportunity here and a great one country starter. £40

176     S      Newspaper Stamp - SGN29, 1k05 Lilac imperforate with embossed central head of Francis Josef I, mounted mint,
cat £1,300. Some reprints are possible and although this looks okay, offered on it’s merits as a good looking space filler £50
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177     S      SG1215/21, 1950-54 Birds full set of seven stamps, fresh U/M, cat £475 £60

178     S      SG2630, 2002 Euro Currency 3.27 Euro sheetlet of four plus a single stamp U/M, cat £65 £15

179     E      SG2675, 2003 Stamp Day, Railway postal wagon sheetlet of five stamps plus five labels U/M, cat £80 £16

180     E      SG2717, 2004 Stamp Day, Daily Mail Plane sheetlet of five stamps plus five labels U/M, cat £85 £17

181     E      SG2765, 2005 Stamp Day, Junkers Flying Boat sheetlet of five stamps plus five labels U/M, cat £85 £17

182     E      SG2823, 2006 Stamp Day, Airbus A310-300 sheetlet of five stamps plus five labels U/M, cat £85 £17

183     E      SG2946, 2008 Stamp Day, Paddle Steamer sheetlet of six stamps U/M, cat £102 £20

184     S      SGMS2730, 2004 Crystal Worlds miniature sheet U/M, cat £38 £10

185     S      Six early stamps on stock card two are mint. Firstly 1861 SGN38 Grey Newspaper stamp unused no gum (Cat £300)
and SG25a 5k (perf 12 reprint). Then SG37, 27a and 26a fine used etc. Realistic reserve to sell £30

B.A.T.

186     A      1963-2009 U/M collection in padded green Prinz four ring album with matching slipcase. Good coverage of the period
and virtually all in sets and includes some miniature sheets. There are over 430 stamps / items including 1975, 1984
(marine Life), 1993 (Antarctic Ships, 1990 (Fossils), 1998 (Birds), 2003 (Research Bases) and 2008 (ships) definitive
series. Several other good sets and great thematic appeal. Total Cat value is £1,195 and looks cheaply reserved for this
popular area. £220

187     S      SG290/301, 1998 Birds set U/M, cat £48 £12

188     E      SG347/350, 2002 Conservation set x 4 sets U/M, cat £76 £15

189     E      SG389/394, 2004 Climate Change set U/M x 4 sets, cat £56 £12

190     S      SG461/472, 2008 Explorers and Ships definitive set to £5 U/M, cat £47 £10

191     S      SG89/92, 1979 Penguin set in fine used corner blocks of four, cat £80+ £16

B.I.O.T.

192     E      SG431/436, 2010 70th anniversary of the Battle of Britain set in sheetlets of 6 sets with decorative borders showing
Spitfires in flight. Cat £75+ £16

193     E      SG464/471, 2011 Royal British Legion set in sheetlets of 6 stamps unmounted mint. £36

BAHAMAS

194     S      1931-1946, 2/- and 3/- mint, two different shades of each, minimum cat £63 £10

195     S      1938 5/- and 1942 same stamp overprinted ‘Landfall of Columbus’, both fine used, unchecked for printings / shade £10

196             1992 $2 Miniature Sheet for the 500th anniversary of the landfall of Christopher Columbus in the Bahamas fine used
on large FDC. The cover also has a very nice inset $1 Banknote featuring Columbus and celebrating the same event.
A full write up for this item appears on the reverse of the page it is displayed on. An attractive item with a no doubt
high original cost! £11

197     A      Early to modern ranges mint, U/M and used in red 64 page stock book. A bit eclectic as not in any particular order but
has decent early issues and some U/M sets including blocks and also part sheets. £80

198     S      KGVI 1/- and 5/- thick paper plus an additional 5/- shade all fine mint, SG155, 156 and 156b, Cat £250 £20

199     S      SG113/114, 1922 2/- and 3/- staircase mounted mint, cat £80 £16

200     S      SG1425/38, 2006 Flower paintings, U/M, cat £65 £16

201     S      SG1600/1615, 2012 Marine Life set U/M, cat £60+ £15

202     E      SG1658/1665, 2013 Reef Environment set in sheetlets of 10 sets, fine U/M, cat £120+ £18
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203     S      SG42x 1d scarlet-vermilion Perf 14 , crown CA watermark reversed. listed but unpriced in SG Part 1. Additionally this
stamp has part double lined letters in watermark from central position in sheet adjacent to margin. A most interesting
stamp! Cats £600 mint, unpriced used in Part One. £46

204     S      SG560w, 1980 10c ceremonial mace, upper left hand corner marginal cylinder block of four U/M with Inverted
Watermark, cat £160++ £20

205     E      SG78/93, 1948 Eleuthera set mounted mint on album page, the £1 value appears U/M, nice fresh set. Cat £75 £20

206     S      SG80, 3/- Staircase, MCA WMK, mounted mint, cat £70 £24

BAHRAIN

207     E      1980s fine used duplicated selection on Hagner’s with SG244 & 244a, stc £1,300+ £36

208     S      SG128/138, 1964 definitive set of 11 mtd mint, cat £55 £10

209     E      SG139/150 and SG224/231, 1966 and 1976 definitive sets mint on album pages. 28 stamps, cat £104 £18

210     S      SG485/488, 1983 Gazelle set U/M x 3 sets, cat £45+ £10

BANGLADESH

211     S      SGO11/O13, 1974 ‘Service’ overprint series u/m, cat £36 £9

BARBADOS

212     S      1949 Piece with 4 x 5/-, 3 x 4d plus 3d and 6d all commercially used £8

213     E      1991 Endangered Species - Yellow Warbler First Day Cover signed by Julian Pettifer television journalist and supporter
of the Worldwide Fund for Nature. Certified copy number 15 of just 15 issued on the reverse, making this a very
scarce Bird Thematic item £18

214     S      SG1266/1280, 2005 Flowering Trees long set, U/M, cat £45+ £14

215     S      SG253c, 1938 4d with ‘Scratched Plate’ variety mounted mint. Cat £160, very minor gum bend mentioned for accuracy. £32

216     S      SG263a, 1946 Victory 3d brown with ‘Kite Flaw’ variety mounted mint, Cat £35 £8

217     S      SG98, 1885 4d pale brown mtd mint, Cat £35 £10

BECHUANALAND

218     E      QV to KGVI selection on pages mint & used including 1891-94 vals to 1/- u, 1885 C of Good Hope optd mint, 1897-
1902 GB optd vals to 6d u, KGV used vals to 6d etc plus some useful Postage Dues with vals to 2d mint with SGD4
fine used and 2d perforated “Specimen”, condn fair to fine Cat £385 (c73) £70

219     S      SG126/127, 1938 2/6d and 5/- lightly mounted mint, cat £63 £14

220     S      SG15/16, 1888 1/- and 2/- lightly mounted mint, cat £100 £22

221     E      Stock card with 40 stamps all good to fine used, many selected for their postmarks and identified as such, includes
SG1/3, 4(pair) and 7, 7 x SG15 and SG20 £1 lilac and black fiscally used with manuscript in red. Lovely lot for expansion
/ continuation. Recommended viewing. £300

BELGIAN CONGO

222     E      SG15, 1887 5F purple with ‘Colis Postaux’ overprint, with superb 1888 ‘Banana’ CDS postmark, cat £650 £150

223     E      1959-71 range of u/m sets a few MSs and sheetlets appears fairly complete, stc £930+ £90
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BELGIUM

224     A      1861 - circa 1984 mint and used collection in large green stock book. There are close to 2000 stamps with very little
duplication. Starts with a dozen 1861 Imperfs, through to modern periods, includes a section of 150+ Railway Stamps,
noted 1930 Air 5F mint and used and many other sets and values. Value to be extracted here. £300

225     S      1951 National Monument set SG1372-74 u/m, Cat £88 £10

226     S      1960 World Refugee Year miniature sheet SGMS1719 u/m, Cat £120 £20

227     A      Duplicated accumulation of mint. U/M & used in black stock book. Several hundreds with better oddments seen. Looks
to be good value for reseller £75

228     E      MS4686, 2016 Super Moon miniature sheet U/M, cat £35 and an attractive item. £10

229     E      SGMS4729, 2009 Miniature Trains Miniature Sheet U/M, cat £38 £10

BELIZE

230     E      SG766/781, 1984 Marine Life set (16v) in marginal Imperforate pairs U/M. Most attractive. £22

BENIN

231     E      SG1812/1815, 1999 Snakes in a sheetlet of four sets U/M, cat £44+ £10

BERMUDA

232     E      1938 definitives u/m duplicated ranges including 1½d SG111(83), 2d SG112a(42), 2½d SG113a(60) and 3d
SG114a(16), stc £710+ (c198) £65

233     S      1953-62 2½d, 4½d, 6d (1 stamp soiled) and 9d all in u/m blocks of 6, Cat £136 £15

234     E      QE2 period to late 1980’s or so mint and more often used collection laid out on circa 40 album pages. Very little
duplication and there are over 570 stamps in this lot with values to 10/- and $5 spotted. Includes some sets and
reserved at under 10p a stamp, looks good value £50

235     S      SG116b, 2/- perf 14¼ line block of four mint, at least two stamps (arguably all four) are U/M. usual gum toning for this
elusive stamp. Cat £1,400+ A rare block indeed. £240

236     S      SG52ba, 4/- MCA Wmk with ‘Break in scroll’ variety. Quite lightly mounted mint. Reverse has a tiny gum tone affecting
one perf. Facially very good appearance. Cat £300 £40

237     S      SG54, George V 10/- Multi Crown CA watermark, good used with parts of two double ring handstamps. Cat £350 £85

238     S      SG93b, 12/6d fiscally used example displaying ‘Broken Crown & Scroll’. Nice listed variety, which cats £950. Very realistic
reserve. £44

239     S      SG96m, 1935 Silver Jubilee, 2½d brown & deep blue with ‘Bird by Turret’ variety fine used with postmark clear of the
variety. Cat £325 £90

BOSNIA

240     S      1912 set to 5k SG362-81 fine mounted mint, Cat ££160+ £16

BOTSWANA

241     S      SG220/233, 1967 Birds set (4v) mounted mint, Cat £40 £8

242     S      SG533/6, 1982 Christmas - Fungi U/M, cat £18+ £4

BRITISH GUIANA

243     S      SG301h, 1935 Silver Jubilee 2c with ‘Dot by Flagstaff ’ variety, good used, cat £130 £24
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244     S      SG37 var, 12c grey-lilac surcharged with a large 5d in red (see cat note under SG39. Basic stamp cats £1,000, the
surcharge unpriced but presumably a lower quantity exist?) Fresh mounted mint. £170

BRITISH HONDURAS

245     E      Map of British Honduras dated c1907 in fine condn, mounted ready for framing £14

246     S      SG179/90, 1953-62 set mint, cat £100 £16

BRITISH OCCUPATION OF ITALIAN COLONIES

247     S      1950 small u/m selection of pairs with 10l on 5d to 24l on 1/- SGT20-23, Cat £48+ £7

248     S      Eritrea, SGE10var, 2s50c on 2/6d overprinted B.M.A. Eritrea, with variety ‘T Guide mark in hair, listed in the Murray
Payne catalogue reference CW11b. Fine lightly mounted mint. Had been marked to sell at £100! £55

BRUNEI

249     S      1922 5c Orange showing 5c retouch and short I, SG55a, has a rounded corner and registered postmark (not
guaranteed, Cat £1,100 and reserved as a cheap filler £20

250     E      1966 - 1983 lightly mounted mint collection on several album leaves. Several commemorative sets, Cat £113 £20

BULGARIA

251     S      1931-35 Sport SG309-15 and SG362 all fine mounted mint, stc £675 (8) £100

252     A      Early to circa 1950 mint and used collection in a stock leaf album. Over 460 stamps mixed condition but mostly fair to
fine. Unchecked and a good starter lot with a little duplication. £50

BURMA

253     A      A useful mint & used collection including 1937 m & u vals to 8a, 1938 to 5r used plus mint to 1r, 1939 Officials to 5r
m or u, 1945 Admin to 10 u, 1946 “Service” mint vals to 5r plus a few used, 1947 vals to 5r u, many vals to 10r m, 1947
Service mint vals to 10r. Japanese Occupation with 1943 to 30c m, plus used to 30c, then 1948-60 many m & u vals
to 5r etc, condn fair to fine Cat £1,000+ (few 100) £165

254     E      SG51/63, 1946 KG6 colour change set of 15, genuine superb used cds, cat £120 £40

C.O.G.H.

255     S      1861 4d Woodblock, used with no margins, minimum catalogue value dependent on shade is £2,750. Vendor offers as
a space-filler. Decent looker £140

256     S      SG4 4d deep blue, four margin pair , close at upper right. Very good used and nice colour. Attractive multiple,  Cat
£340+ £85

257     S      SG42 2d Pale Bistre Crown CA Wmk, nice mounted mint copy, cat £150 £48

258     S      SG5a, 1855-63 offered as the cheapest rose-red shade. A very good used pair with good to gigantic margins, part of
adjacent stamp visible on one side. Contemporary Triangular obliterator. Very nice item, cat £600+ £130

CAMBODIA

259     E      1990s duplicated lot with sets & Mss appears between SG1080 to SG1413, all fine cto used with a nice range of
themes, Cat £1,000+ 100s) £60

260     E      Selection of large blocks for the 1960’s period, all fine U/M, we note the good tourist set missing one value x 10 sets
etc. High cat lot that will break well for resale. £12
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CANADA

261     S      1868 12½c bright blue mint, possibly regummed but a fine looker, cat £950+ £15

262     S      1928 Klondyke Airways, 25c blue imperforate label mint. A couple of trivial tone spots on reverse, unusual item. £8

263     S      1967-73 10c, 15c and 20c to $1 in u/m marginal blocks of 4 Cat £30 (24) £3

264     S      1993 43c Forgery in a deep olive shade U/M vertical pair with the normal paler  genuine stamp for comparison £20

265     E      Canada mint and mainly used accumulation QV to circa 2001 on approx. 60 album pages, many are well filled so there
are comfortably in excess of 1,000+ mostly different stamps. Includes sets in places. Cat value not calculated but will
‘add up’. Some better cancels seen on the pre current reign items, which are commonly obliterated. Mixed condition
but majority are sound to good. £40

266     E      George V and George VI mainly with just a few QEII, mint ranges on stock pages. Modest duplication and will be ideal
for approvals dealer. 200 stamps which catalogue over £1,225. Clean material. £70

267     S      Small QV good to fine used selection on stock card including 1868-90 2c SG48(2), 6c (x2 shades), 15c (SG69 & 71),
1870-90 10c Pale & Deep lilac (SG87-8), 1873-79 3c, 5c & 6c (SG96-8), 1882-97 ½c and 1889-97 5c & 6c, nice group,
Cat £600+ (15) £60

CEYLON

268     E      1857-1884 small lot of 21 QV stamps, all but two are used. Mixed condition, includes early 1c and 2c imperfs and then
perforated ‘Chalon’ types x 8 with values to 2/-( 7 different vals), then a few of the later designs to 20c on 60c (mint
and used). Fair value at reserve £30

269     E      22  different Queen Victoria issues on small card, mint and used (5 are mint). Generally in good condition facially. Look
to be from 1885 overprinted series onwards. Includes SG187 mint, SG201 used with slight crease, all different and
cheap reserve £30

270     E      From 1900 to 1910 only, QV and Edward VII only. 30+ items on part Hagner sheet. Includes 2 postal stationary cut
outs and two Edward VII revenues and 14 mint issues. Mostly sound to good and fairly reserved. Worth viewing. £30

271     S      SG132, 1872-80, 96c drab ‘Crown CC’ wmk, mounted mint, cat £275 £70

272     S      SG379g 1935 Jubilee 6c variety’ Dot to left of chapel’ fine mint, a few very minor tone spots on gum lightly mounted
mint. Cat 3130 £15

273     S      SG485/500, 1964-1972 definitive set mint and some U/M, cat £50 £10

274     E      Small lot of QV stamps mint and used, generally sound condition and issued from 1888 onwards. 15 stamps 9 are mint
/ unused, including Officials with SGO11 and O13/14. Fair lot £30

CHILE

275     S      SG918/919, 1982 Scouting Set se-tenant U/M, cat £34 £8

276     S      SG993/996, 1984 Endangered Animals set U/M se-tenant block, cat £31 £7

CHINA

277     E      1999 Anniversary SG4387-4442 with 2 sheets of 56 u/m £9

278     E      2019 Happy New Year Pack which contains matching sheetlets of 8 stamps for the years 2015-2019 (5 sheets) plus
two additional sheets of 6 stamps (different) for 2019. Finally there is a sheetlet of 9 (3 x 3) stamps for the Year of the
Dragon. All enclosed in a hardback book / pack with slipcase. Nice item. £27

279     S      Kirin & Heilungkiang - SG19, 1927 $2 overprint fine mint, cat £90 £24

280     E      SG1171, 1949 Sun Yat-sen, $20,000 fine used block of 40 with ‘Bikino’ postmark £8

281     S      SG1435, 1950 Foundation $3,000 original printing fine used £8

282     S      SG2185/2199, 1964 Peonies set f/u cto £30
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COLOMBIA

283     A      A collection of WWII Censored covers from Colombia with early 1940s with many Censored seals, all addressed to
England and USA, many markings etc interesting lot in fair to fine condn £20

284     E      SGMS1197, 1967 Orchid and Tropical Flora & Fauna Exhibition Miniature Sheet x 3 U/M, cat £72 £14

285     E      SGMS861, 1955 Postal Union Congress miniature sheet U/M, cat £44 £10

COMORES

286     E      1985 Shells SG566-70 in u/m sheets of 25 £34

COOK ISLANDS

287     E      1960’s to 1980’s mint collection on several album pages, a few hundreds with sets to $10. Useful lot £40

288     A      Aitutaki Island only - 1972-2010 all different fresh U/M collection neatly arranged in blue stock book and largely
complete for the period with good run through’s. Includes some OHMS issues, Cat £1,366 £90

289     A      Penrhyn only - 1973-2005 all different fresh U/M collection neatly arranged in black ‘SG’ stock book and largely
complete for the period with good run through’s. Cat £1,322 £90

290     E      SG1044/46 and MS1047, 1985 South Pacific Mini Games set and mini sheet all u/m, cat £25+ £5

291     S      SG1065/7, 1987 Surcharge trio on SG1065/7, HMQEII 60th Birthday set, fine U/M, cat £21 £4

292     E      SG1222/1225, 1989 Endangered Birds set in sheets of 12U/M, cat £108 £18

293     S      SG1242/4 & MS1245, 1990 Olympic Games U/M, Cat £32 £7

294     S      SG1377, 1995 50th anniversary of the United Nations, U/M sheetlet of four stamps, cat £19+ £4

295     S      SG1379/80 x 2 sheetlet (4 stamps), 1995 50th Anniv. Of the end of WW2 U/M, cat £40 as basic sets. £10

296     S      SG1379/80, 1995 50th Anniv. of the End of the Second World War, u/m se-tenant pair. Cat £20 £4

297     S      SG1382/5, 1995 Year of the Sea Turtle, U/M corner blocks from lower right hand corner of the sheet displaying cylinder
numbers and traffic lights in the margins. Cat £50+ £14

298     S      SG1386/91, 1996 Atlanta Olympics corner plate blocks of four U/M, cat £58 as basic stamps £12

299     S      SG150/159, 1949-61 set. 9 values only (missing 1d cat £3.75) all good to fine used. Cat £60 £14

300     E      SG492/3 and MS494, 1974 Bi-centenary of Captain Cook’s Second Voyage of Discovery set and Miniature Sheet u/m,
cat £54 £11

301     E      SG541/42 and MS543, 19764 Bi-centenary of the American Revolution set and Miniature Sheet fine u/m. Cat £26 £5

302     E      SG713/789, 1980 Corals (1st series), complete U/M, cat £115+ £18

CYPRUS

303     A      Including Turkish Cyprus - collection in small red stock book, a few dozen sets with some duplication here and
there, all U/M and an attractive reserve £20

304     S      SG143, 45 piastres, top value in set fine mounted mint, cat £120 £36

305     S      SG168/171, 1949 U.P.U. set in unmounted mint blocks of four, nice! £8

306     S      SG211/223, 1962 Definitive set mounted mint, cat £50 £10

307     A      Turkish Posts - 1974 to 1999 (mint) and to 1990 (used) on Lighthouse printed pages in blue album with broken
posts. Unusual to see printed pages for these and includes 1974 set (U/M). A few hundreds, the mint quite strong to
1993 sparse thereafter. The used around 80% complete. Good clean lot for continuation. £140
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CZECHOSLOVAKIA

308     A      1961-68 appears complete u/m collection in hinge less Safe album with slipcase with sets & MSs plus a few fine used,
stc £960 (100s) £100

309     A      1969-1977 appears complete u/m in Safe hinge less album with slipcase, stc £620+ (100s) £80

310     A      1978-1986 appears complete collection in Safe hinge less sleeved album, all u/m, stc £910+ (100s) £110

311     E      1980-1990 range of different sets and MSs on stock pages, high catalogue value (few 100) £30

312     A      1987-1992 collection, appears complete housed in hinge less sleeved Safe album, all u/m, stc £450 (100s) £55

313     A      64 sides Lighthouse stock book with as mainly U/M accumulation of sets and miniature sheets. A good collector or
dealer lot from 1950’s onwards £40

314     A      Duplicated 1970’S and 1980’S Mainly U/M stock with several sets and mini sheets in battered green stock book Ideal
for reseller. £40

DENMARK

315     A      1884 - circa 1996 mint and used collection in  a red Viking spring-back album, includes 9 early imperforate types. Overall
there are more than 1,100 stamps including officials and labels etc. Plus a small number of Railway stamps. Good clean
lot with good variety and many sets £50

316     S      1921-30 7ore Violet SGD226 u/m, Cat £41 £8

317     S      1926 Surcharge set to 7ore on 20ore SG238-44 fine mtd mint, Cat £100 £15

318     S      SG18, 1858 8sk green, good to fine used with four clear margins, cat £190 £16

319     S      SG252/254, 1929 Danish Cancer research Fund set fine used Cat £80+ £20

320     S      SG287/291, 1934 Fokker Air set of 5 fine used, cat £48 £12

321     S      SG3, 1873 8sk brown used space filler. Some blunt corner perfs and also has a small tear at upper left corner and a
paper hinge remainder on reverse. Reasonable circular postmark. Overall has faults but a scarce and difficult stamp, fill
the gap at reasonable cost, Cat £1,300 £34

322     S      SG42, 1870 3sk good used, a couple of blunt perfs, cat £140 £8

323     S      SG9b, 4sk orange imperforate, 4 margins (close at left), good used with contemporary numeral within rings postmark,
cat £100 £14

DOMINICA

324     S      SG140/158, 1954-62 set of 19 to $2.40 mint. Cat £85 £14

ECQUATORIAL GUINEA

325     A      Red stock book with a few hundred U/M, largely different including miniature sheets and probably quite highly cat. £20

EGYPT

326     S      SG189/192, 1933 Railway Congress set of four fine used, cat £70 £15

ETHIOPIA

327     S      SG322f/322g, 1936 Annexation 75c and 1L25 mounted mint, cat £100 £15
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FALKLAND DEPS

328     A      Davo Hinge-less album with matching slipcase. Pages 1944 - 2009. U/M collection with stamps from 1944 to circa
1993 only, Album in very good condition and would cost £100+ new. Stamps noted SGA1/D8 and all other KG6
issues complete. Then 1954 set (cat £225), then South Georgia 1963-69 set (cat £200) and decimal set (cat £60).
Then 1987 Birds set  and a few others. All U/M according to vendor. Total cat must be circa £700+ and album worth
something. Although supplements being produced, this album is currently out of print! £150

329     E      King George VI period, selection of 13 covers. Includes 3d, 4d and 6d maps with Graham Land postmarks; 2d map on
cover with RSW set used in 1949 at Graham Land; ½d map with 1/- RSW Graham Land 1949 usage; 2 x RSW covers
used in 1949; Pair of RSW covers used at South Georgia in 1949, A UPU set on cover posted at South Shetlands in
December 1949. Interesting lot for study, reserved at a little under £4 an item £50

330     E      QEII 1953 - 1969, seven different covers. 1953 Coronation blank envelope with Graham Land postmark for the First
Day of issue; SGG30 on printed envelope postmarked ‘Admiralty Bay, South Shetlands, Dec 1958, Another postmarked
‘Deception Island, South Shetlands’ March 1959, these not often seen pmks; SGG27 & G28 on 1958 cover with
‘Argentine Islands, Graham land’ pmk; SGG31  postmarked ‘Base Z, Halley Bay’ in July 59; Then SG10 of South Georgia
postmarked South Georgia on Christmas Day 1969 and with a similarly dated red cachet for H.M.S. Endurance,
Antarctica; Finally a 1965 envelope from South Georgia bearing SG1 and 2. Some interesting postmarks to investigate! £30

331     S      SGA1/D8, 1944/45 sets of 8 values x 4 dependencies U/M, cat £88 £20

332     S      SGG26/G40, 1954 Ships definitive set (15v) mounted mint, cat £200 £44

333     E      SGG26/G40, 1954-62 Ship definitive set, fresh mounted mint on album page, mounted in Hawid mounts. Cat £225 £34

334     E      SGG4/G4A, 3d U/M vertical strip of six stamps. The bottom stamps has the ‘Teardrop Flaw’. Nice positional piece, cat
£110+ £50

335     S      South Georgia & South Sandwich Islands, SG251w, 17p WMK Crown to right of CA, fine U/M £10

FALKLAND ISLANDS

336     A      1953-1986 collection in a red Ka-Be hinge less album. Mint (some U/M) and used often both (pages duplicated). Some
good run throughs, several hundreds. £75

337     A      1980’s and 1990’s U/M and fine used collection in the Stanley Gibbons special binder. Has dozens of sets and some
miniature sheets also. Worth a look! £40

338     S      Forgery - 1964 Battle of the Falklands 6d value with centre vignette showing H.M.S. Glasgow in error. PERF 11 so not
correct and marked ‘Forgery’ in green on reverse. Genuine stamp SG216a catalogues £40,000! Ungummed but a cheap
space filler of a very scarce item. £10

339     B      Four 4 ring binders with slipcases containing in excess of 100 covers being a mix of FDC’s (at least 60-70%),
commemorative covers and commercial mail items all of the QEII period from 1953 to circa 1992. One album also
has two editions of ‘The Penguin News’ edition numbers 42 and 43, the former covering Margaret Thatcher’s visit in
1983. Three of the albums are Prinz types with Pro-fil (quite expensive) pages. Plenty of capacity to take more covers
or to consolidate and free up an album or two for other use. We guess the albums should sell for at least £10 each
second hand as they are in good condition. A decent lot and seems very sensibly reserved to sell! £70

340     A      Including Dependencies - Accumulation with some duplication. Early to modern mint and used in large black ‘SG’
branded stock book. QV (35 items) with shades identified ( not checked or corroborated by us. KE7 (31 stamps)
values to 6d; We note KGV SG70 U/M lock of 30. Minimal KG6 but has UPU set mint and a block of 9d x 4 mint; QE2
with a smattering of early Commems and some DLR shades of the 1960 Birds issue and a few later wmk varieties.
Dependencies with A1/D8 set in mint blocks of four and singles of the 6d shade. Thick Maps blocks of four (no 6d),
then same in pairs with break in parallel, UPU set and 1948 RSW U/M blocks of four and a fine used set. Good lot
with just over 900 items. Worth viewing. £160

341     E      Including Dependencies - mint and used on ex dealers Hagner sheets priced for sale. 300+ with some better seen £50

342     E      Pair of matching plain covers of the 1948 Royal Silver Wedding issue (SG166/167). These have a neat hand stamped
Port Stanley address in gothic font and are both dated 31st Jan 1949, with Port Stanley cds. Very clean and cat far
more on cover than the basic used price, probably a multiple of 4 or more £48

343     S      QV ½d stamps x 2 mounted mint in clearly different shades, vendor has not identified these. Both with Crown CA
wmk. £8

344     S      SG139/42, 1935 Silver Jubilee set mounted mint, cat £48 £14
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345     S      SG164S/165S, 1946 Victory pair ‘Perforated SPECIMEN’ fine unmounted mint, cat £400 £200

346     S      SG166/167 1948 Royal Silver Wedding set fine mint, cat £92 £22

347     S      SG187/192, 1955-57 QEII set fresh mounted mint, cat £40 £9

348     S      SG193/207, 1960-66 Birds set (5v) complete mounted mint, cat £170 £42

349     S      SG296/9, 1974 Tourism set U/M, cat £20 £5

350     E      SG567/582, 1989 Cape Horn Sailing Ships set in very fine used c.t.o. blocks of four with Port Stanley cancels, cat £168+ £40

351     E      SG70a, 1919 ½d yellow green ‘War Stamp’, comb perforation, U/M block of 30 being the top five rows of the sheet
with marginal selvedge on three sides. A little perf separation between rows two and three, otherwise fine. Cat £900+
(£30 a single stamp). Note with this item indicates position 4 has a ‘face flaw’ and position 15 has a wider gap between
‘war’ and ‘stamp’ these are specialised varieties unlisted in the SG Cat. Impressive looker. £300

352     E      Small selection of KG6 (one King George V) covers, there are nine items in all. Includes 1935 Jubilee set on unaddressed
plain philatelic envelope; two 1937 Coronation covers, one is an FDC the other is registered two days later ; 1947
Commercial airmail cover to England with 5 stamps making up the required registration rate with label; 1946 Victory
plain FDC and bearing the Crown Registration mark; A 1949 UPU plain FDC; SG180 on cover to USA with manuscript
notation ‘By first flight from the Falklands’; Cover with SG175 & 176 typed address to the USA; Finally An illustrated
souvenir cover of the Duke of Edinburgh’s visit to the islands in January 1957 but with a KG6 stamp (SG173). An
interesting lot for writing up after investigation. £35

FAROE ISLANDS

353     E      1977-78 Birds set in complete u/m sheets of 20 SG27-9 & SG35-7, Cat £128 £16

354     E      Collection 1975 to 1990 mounted on Britannia printed pages, plus 2008 Year Book complete. Total cat £337 £30

355     E      SG47/57, 1980’s sets U/M x 12 of each, cat £106 £9

FIJI

356     A      1871-1987 mint and used collection in blue Frank Godden ‘Warwick two post binder. Earlier QV types mostly used
and in very mixed condition. Then Edward VII to 1/-. KGV MCA with 5/- and £1 (fiscally used) and script wmk values
to 1/- used and 2/6d mint. 35 SJ set then KG6 with perf varieties to 10/- and RSW and UPU mint sets. QEII first set to
£1 mint and then various later commems to 1987 these mostly mint. Circa 680 stamps mostly different with plenty of
different perfs. £120

357     E      King George VI, 1938-1955 ½d to 1½d values only on 2 album pages includes all the dies and perfs with useful
duplication, 39 stamps £12

358     S      SG448, 1971 50c White-throated Pigeon U/M marginal block of four £7

359     S      SG512var, 1975 10c Flower definitive in a marginal block of four, completely IMPERFORATE, unlisted as such, nice item
and of course would be good in a thematic collection! £85

FINLAND

360     A      Blue 64 page stock book with an early to modern range of mint and used stamps. Several hundreds with some good
early issues according to vendor. High cat £80

361     S      SG1192, 1989 50m Brown Bear marginal U/M, cat £32 £8

362     S      SG71, 8p green fine used, cat £110 £16

FRANCE

363     E      1930’s to 1980’s generally fine used stamps on dealers Hagner pages, 90 stamps priced to sell at £206, cat much more £20

364     S      1936 50f Ultramarine(rose) SG541 fine cds used but with light indistinct corner crease top right, Cat £475 £50

365     E      1937 illustrated cover commemorating the marriage of Edward Duke of Windsor and Wallis Simpson dated 3 June
1937 and postmarked at ‘Montes’. Cover is in excellent condition very fresh and unaddressed. £24
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366     E      1940 Surcharge 50c on 75c Green SG675 in a fine u/m complete sheet of 100 with gutter pairs and sheet number
28895 (100) £1

367     B      1940’s to 1960’s kiloware, weight is circa 4½ kilos! Probably 10,000+ stamps, vendor says unchecked. £44

368     S      1954 Air 1000f SG1197 u/m, Cat £180 £25

369     A      1960-1979, Mint, U/M and / or fine used collection in a padded green ‘Lighthouse’ hinge-less album, we estimate over
90% complete for period. Empty binder is worth the reserve! £30

370     E      Fine used of mid period ca 1950s-70s, clean ranges on stock pages with just minor duplication, stc £520 £55

371     A      From early to modern used with many 1920s-1950ss Commem vals to 25f then a good range to more modern plus
some early to mid Finland towards back of stock book (few 100s) £15

372     E      Pre cancel issues U/M on half a dozen stock pages From SG1198 through to 1996 (SG3321/4), some odds but mostly
sets with duplication. Includes 1975 Coins (12v) x 8 sets (cat £36 a set) etc. Good dealer lot which cats circa £950+ £125

373     A      Red album with 20 different Red Cross booklets issued between 1956 and 1976, cat £258 £30

374     S      SG1194/7, 1954 Air set (4v) U/M, cat £475 £130

375     S      SG1201a, 1954 pre-cancelled Gallic 30f Cock U/M block of four, Cat £76 £12

376     S      SG1201c, 1954 pre-cancelled 45f Gallic Cock U/M block of four, Cat £144 £20

377     S      SG1356b, 1957 Tourist Publicity 100f (Guadeloupe) U/M, cat £100 £15

378     S      SG388/394 1924 War Orphans set to 25c on 1f+1f Unmounted mint, cat £97 (mtd) £15

379     E      SGMS3794, 2002 Definitive set of 2 miniature sheets U/M to 2 Euro, Cat £80 £16

380     E      The 20th century set of 6 miniature sheets in special packs, MS3654, MS3687, MS3710, MS3756, MS3814 and MS3861,
cat £132+ £30

381     E      Three circulated club books of German origin, each with 20 pages with mint and used ranges. STC c £1,700 (unchecked
by us) and priced to sell at circa 450 Euros. Had been priced to clear at £170 by vendor. One to view as there are
better items here. £100

FRENCH COLONIES

382     S      Dahomey, SG12, 1900 50c brown & carmine/azure, block of 6 unmounted mint. Usual gum for this with even ageing.
Tiny tone spot to one stamp only. Very fresh facially and of fine appearance, cat £198+ £18

383     S      F.A.T. - SG144, 1968 Admiral D’Urville 30f U/M, cat £150 £15

384     S      French Antarctic - SG31, 1963 20F Wandering Albatross U/M, Cat £450 and scarce £50

385     S      French Antarctic - SG47/48, 1968 Launch of Dragon Space Rocket, strip with label U/M, cat £50 £10

386     S      French Antarctic - SG69/70, 1971 Port-aux-Francais Kerguelen set U/M strip with label, cat £55 £10

387     E      French Antarctic Terr. - 20 First Day Covers with cachets etc. 1970’s to 1990’s clean lot. £24

388     E      French Antarctic Terrs - SG205, 1985 Explorer and Fur Seal sheet of 10 (folded due to size) U/M, Cat £120 £20

389     E      French Antarctic Terrs. - SG190/191 1984 Manned Flight set x 10 U/M in sheet format, cat £77+ £12

390     E      French Antarctic Terrs. - SG204, 1985 La Navara frigate in an U/M sheet of 10 stamps, cat £90 £10

391     S      French Polynesia - SG122/126, 1970 Paintings set of five U/M, cat £90 £18

392     S      French Southern & Antarctic Territories - SG98/103, 1976 Fauna set (6v) U/M, cat £85, attractive thematic
including four bird stamps! £24

393     E      Lebanon- 1924-1960s a useful used collection on stock pages, we note 1924 vals between 25c on 5c & 2.50 on 50c,
1924 Olympic vals etc, 1928 optd vals between 0p.50 & 25p, 1930 Silk Congress 25p Pale claret, then a good run to
the 1960s, condn fair to fine stc £1,680+ (few 100) £300

394     E      Monaco, MS1737, 1985 Europa miniature sheet U/M, cat £48 £5
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395     S      Morocco - 1914 2p on 2f variety ‘PROTECTORATE FRANCAIS’ omitted U/M top corner marginal example. SGO55b,
cat £140 £18

GAMBIA

396     S      SG138, 3/- bright aniline violet fine used, Cat £95 £32

397     S      SG460/463, 1981 Reptiles set U/M, cat £30 £7

GB QV LINE ENGRAVED

398     S      1841 1d red imperforate with four close to large margins. Superb almost complete strike of a KELSO MALTESE CROSS,
Cat £700 £38

399     E      1841 selection of 12 imperforated 1d reds with 1-12 in MX with 2- 4 margins, many with 3½ margins presented on
album page, condn mixed (12) £80

400     E      1854-57 selection of 1d red stars a few with blued paper, good to fine used (44) £60

401     E      1854-57 used selection of 1d red stars on Hagner page good to fine used with various cancels, condn fair to fine (c46) £55

402     S      1864-1879 Penny Red plates x9 all fine cds used copies and difficult to find as such £40

403     S      1870 Bantam Plate 8, centered left mounted mint with paper hinge remainder, fine colour, fresh appearance and clear
plate number, cat £600 £15

404     S      1d Black (lE), space filler with 2-3 margins, cut into and thinned, cat £375 £15

405     E      Imperforate Penny Reds with Numbered Maltese Cross Cancels - A selection of 17 examples on Hagner
page. Margins vary between zero and four, but all with decent readable strikes. No 1 x1, No.2 x 4, No.3 x 1, No,5 x 3,
No.6 x 2, No.7 x 1, No.8 x 2, No.10 x 1, No.11 x 1 and No.12 x1. SG8m, Total cat value is a massive £3,485 according
to vendor. Reserve is less than 5% of that figure £140

406     S      SG1, 1d Intense Black, very good used pair (JG/JH), unplated and cancelled by two black Maltese Crosses. JH is arguably
4 margins, close but just clear at right. JG is ‘touching at top left and close at ‘J’ square. Cat £1100++ £225

407     S      SG2, 1840 1d Black (PC), good looking stamp with 4 margins. Solid black MX cancel, but has a reverse thin, vendor
says possibly Plate 10 (cat £950 if correct) £30

408     S      SG48 ½d Bantam, Plate 15 mint block of four (JF/KG) lower two stamps are U/M. Pretty block with the usual gum
crazing of the early line engraved issues. Cat £700+ £100

409     S      SG5, 2d blue (NI) with four good to large square cut margins. Smudged black Maltese cross cancellation, cat £975 £95

GB QV EMBOSSED

410     S      SG55, 1/- Green Embossed with 4 good square cut margins. Tiny nick at lower right and reverse a little grubby but
good embossing and Cat £1,000 £60

411     S      SG57 10d brown embossed, cut square with 3 good margins, just touching at right. Nicely used with a ‘498’ numeral
cancellation. Has a crease across one corner. An attractive stamp, cats £1,500 and very attractively reserved £60

GB QV SURFACE PRINTED

412     E      1880-81 duplicated selection in bag of used 1d Venetian red stamps in mixed condn with very high catalogue value
(few 100) £100

413     E      Hagner page with 48 mostly different QV stamps including 5 x Govt. Parcel overprints, All but one stamp appear used
mixed condition with some faults but many sound items. Huge cat (Est circa £2,000+). Fill some gaps… £90

414     S      SG103, Plate 7 (SF), very good used with a Barnstaple 1872 cds £15

415     S      SG109, Plate 9 (ID) 6d Good used, cut down wing margin stamp, with straight edge at right, cat £90 £10

416     S      SG112, 1867 10d red-brown (TI), sound used with light duplex cancel. Cut down wing margin stamp with straight
edge at left. Cat £400 £20
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417     S      SG117, 1/- Green, Plate 6 (MB), fine used with a ‘Douglas, Isle of Man’ 1872 cds cancel. £14

418     S      SG183, 10/- Ultramarine, good to fine used with a Sheffield 1893 CDS postmark. Good colour, nice stamp cat £525.
Attractively reserved £80

419     S      SGO31, QV ½d vermillion ‘O.W. Official ‘fine mint. Cat £350 £30

420     S      SGO42 and O44 QV Army Official ½d blue-green and 2½d purple/ blue both Unmounted Mint and scarce thus, cat
£60 as mounted £15

GB KE7

421     S      ½d to 2/6d inclusive, with both ½d shades, 16 values, all with circular postmarks, good to fine used, one curtailed perf
on the 2/6d. Overall a decent representative lot. Cat in excess of £300 £24

422     E      1902-13 a good to fine cds used EDVII selection from 1½d to 1/- with some duplication including some shades, high
catalogue value (c76) £60

423     S      1911 Perf 15 x 14 set of five superb cds used. Cat £90+ as cheapest options £15

424     S      SG265, 10/- Ultramarine used with circular rubber parcel cancel. Hint of a couple of toned perf tips, cat £500, offered
as a gap filler £20

GB KG5

425     S      1924 Block cypher basic set of 12 stamps fine mounted mint with good colours, cat £110 £16

426     S      1934 Photogravure 2d orange single with cylinder A/37 and showing ‘RETOUCHED LEAVES’ variety U/M, £15

427     S      SG385a, 1912-24 Royal Cypher 6d reddish-purple PERF 14 fine used, cat £110 £15

428     S      SG452, 1934, 10/- re-engraved Seahorse, good used with parts of three registered oval pmks. Good colour and perfs,
cat £80 £10

429     S      SGBB14 (Part Only) 2/- Booklet edition 284, has complete 1d and 1½d panes plus 4 x ½d only, cats £1,100 complete £40

430     S      U/M selection with 1924 & 1925 Wembley sets plus 1929 PUC low vals and 35 SJ plus 1934 Photogravure defins, all
fresh £40

GB KE8

431     S      1936 2/- KE8 booklet edition 378, sadly only one pane of 4 x 1½d remains £8

GB KG6

432     S      1937 7d green U/M cylinder block of six stamps number 12 DOT, pristine, cat £125 £25

433     S      SG476aa (SPEC Q30a), 1942 2/6d green lower left corner marginal pair with R5/2 MAJOR RE_ENTRY’, U/M with a
very light gum tone, cat £120 (in 2009 catalogue!) £15

434     S      SG478 1939 10/- Dark Blue fine U/M, key stamp in this set, Cat £260. £110

435     S      SG509/512, 1951 Festival High value set to £1 Mounted mint, cat £100 £15

GB QE2 PRE DECIMAL

436     S      1954 Wilding 1d advertising booklet pane, ‘Minimum Inland Printed paper rate, the scarce printing. Fine CTO used,
SB23a cat £500 as mint £25

437     E      1958-65 8d Magenta SG581 wmk Multiple Crowns in complete u/m sheet of 240 £12

438     S      1959-1963 Postage Dues, 2/6d, 5/- and 10/- all U/M marginal with watermark sideways inverted, SGD65wi, D67wi, cat
£80 £15
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439     A      A duplicated range of 1966-68 commems with many sets to 1/9 etc, we note World Cup, Birds in blocks, Battle of
Hastings, 1967 Flowers including blocks, 1968 Bridges, Paintings and Xmas etc, some cylinder blocks seen, condition fair
to fine (100s) £5

440     E      Album page of 15 used examples of the 1966 3d value showing movement up down and sideways of the Queens
head (gold). A most interesting display item fully written up but could be remounted and extended. Unusual £10

441     S      SG515/531, 1952-54 Wildings, Tudor WMK set U/M, Cat £100 £30

442     S      SG536/9, 1955 Waterlow Castles set of four fresh mtd. Mint, cat £250 £25

443     S      SG536a/539a, 1958 First De La Rue Castles set fine fresh mint £100

444     S      SG642p/644p, 1963 Red Cross Phosphor set, fine U/M, usual dealer retail is circa £30, cheap reserve. £11

445     E      SG664, 1965 Parliament 2/6d value with a dropped Queen’s head within the wreath at right, offered with normal for
comparison. Fine U/M £14

446     S      SG681a/b, 1965 UNO varieties, ‘Broken Circle’ and ‘Lake in Russia’ both U/M, cat £130 £16

GB QE2 DECIMAL

447     S      1989 Greetings Cylinder booklet, SGFY1 with most unusually excellent perfs all round, scarce thus. £8

448     A      Blue 22 ring binder with a few mint (several U/M) commemorative sets. Face value exceeds £36, sold on its’s merits
as postage £14

449     S      Decimal Postage Dues complete U/M with 1970, 1982 and 1994 sets  SGD77/D110 £20

450     S      Questa 1st class Machin vertical pair ‘Rouletting Error’ Ex Booklet UB198. Stunning error which produces four pieces
when removed from backing paper. Pristine and a nice variety! £35

451     S      SG1972a, 1997 Missions of Faith 26p value IMPERFORATE PAIR from lower sheet margin, left hand stamp has vertical
creasing / gum bends, nevertheless a rare item, U/M. Cat £1,800 £200

452     S      SG913a, 1972 Christmas 2½p value with GOLD OMITTED. Fine U/M, with normal for comparison. Cat £1,500 £350

453     S      SGD77/D89, 1970 Postage Due set U/M, cat £30 £8

GB POSTAL HISTORY

454     S      1800 Pre-stamp entire from George Shiffner, Coombe Place to London. Manuscript charge ‘%’ on face plus a single line
curved ‘LEWES’ in black. Red receiving mark on reverse. £20

455     S      1803 Pre-stamp wrapper from Uckfield to Charing, Kent. Manuscript markings for charge and a single line ‘UCKFIELD’
in black with boxed ‘42’ mileage mark below. Central filing crease £24

456     S      1817 Pre-stamp envelope from Rotherfield to Mayfield, Sussex. ‘Rotherfield Penny Post’ in black on face, plus a Tonbridge
Wells (Spelt with ‘O’ not ‘U’) transit mark in black on face. The reverse with a partial ‘Uckfield’ mark. Some creases at
base not detracting, interesting item for study and writing up. £16

457     S      1823 Entire letter from Mayfield to Brighton with a manuscript charge of ‘6’ and a boxed No.5 of receiving office.
Reverse flap has a good ‘UCKFIELD PENNY POST’ in blue. Worth study and research, good item. £36

458     S      1837 Local small entire used within Chard. Has a very clear impression of ‘Chard Penny Post’ marking in black across
reverse flap. Vendor advises this is a rarity with perhaps only 5 - 10 known and a quick internet search supports that
view. Very good impression £50

459     S      1844 Wrapper, Buxted to Brighton with manuscript ‘1’ in red and annotated ‘Paid’. Buxted Penny Post’ mark on face
and partial ‘Brighton’ receiving mark on reverse £12

460     S      1844, Wrapper from Buxted to Battle with 3 margin imperforate 1d red (Said to be plate 48). ‘Buxted Penny Post’ on
face and Very readable ‘UCKFIELD transit mark and BATTLE receiving mark on reverse. Very clean for this. £24

461     S      1848 envelope with a 4 margin 1d red imperf (SG8) with a ‘451’ duplex (Lewes) and an undated circular postmark of
‘CHAILEY’ a small village. Reverse has both LEWES and a smudged HURST GREEN transit markings. Nice item £20

462     S      1855 Envelope with perforated 1d red.  Nottingham (duplex cancel) to Uckfield with receiving stamp in blue on reverse £10
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463     S      1860 Tidy envelope with 1d red London (crisp London SE11 duplex) to Ifield Sussex, with a very readable Uckfield
mark on reverse. £10

464     S      1860, envelope with perforated 1d red, London to Ifield, ‘MISDIRECTED TO LEWES’ instructional mark on face and
transit mark on reverse with ‘Uckfield’ mark on reverse also. Cover quite aged but interesting nonetheless. £12

465     S      1864 1/- green on wrapper from London to Messina, Italy. Cat £450 on cover £40

466     E      An old album containing old Mailing Novelties Post cards with cards from Brighton, Isle of White, Boscombe, Lowestoft,
Scarborough, Bournemouth etc, nice lot (37) £25

GB FDC & COVERS

467     S      1953 Coronation illustrated first day cover with printed address and sent registered from London W.C. and has the
‘Long Live the Queen’ Slogan cancellation. Cat £65+. Back flap is torn but stick down so not visible at all from the front
and has a couple of minor wrinkles at top, but remains a decent FDC £20

468     E      1960’s FDC’s x 25 all illustrated, most with typed addresses includes 1961 CEPT, 1963 Lifeboat and 1964 Shakespeare
etc. Had been priced to sell at £100 £20

469     E      1969 Concorde, 4d Value only on first flight cover signed by test pilot Peter Barker and co pilot John Cochrane. Scarce
item. £24

470     A      1992-93 collection of Benham small silk covers in small Westminster cover album, all in fine condn (55 covers) £10

471     B      1999 - 2004 Benham Full set FDC’s as received from new issue service still attached to the original packaging boards.
We counted 30 boards including large size 2003 Flowers and 2004 Ocean Liners covers. The majority of these packets
seem to contain two covers being the ‘a’ and ‘b’ series, so well over 50 covers here with a huge original cost and
reserved at around £1 an item which is very reasonable for this period. A better lot than it probably sounds. All covers
have their descriptive ‘insert’ cards. £50

472     E      2001 Nobel Prizes cover produced by Steven Scott and bearing a single 65p stamp. This cover is personally autographed
with a black ‘sharpie’ by Apollo 14 astronaut Dr Edgar D. Mitchell. £10

473     E      2004 Christmas, 1st and 2nd class booklet, Benham First Day Covers, not often seen, just 300 pairs produced. £10

474     E      2005 London 2012 Host City miniature sheet, Buckingham Covers official FDC signed by Olympic 400m hurdles Gold
Medal Winner, David Hemery MBE.  One of just 100 such covers according to the label on reverse. £12

475     E      2010 Classic Albums - Southern Covers, The Clash’ (London Calling) design A4 official card bearing the large
miniature sheet of this issue and with special postmark in red. Just 30 individually numbered copies of this item were
produced. Rare and collectable item, that would also look great framed! Not many FDC’s of any type exist of this item
due to it’s large size, Royal Mail did not produce a cover for their standing order clients. £24

476     E      2010 Pink Floyd, The Division Bell special Miniature Sheet on special A4 card produced by the Stamp Centre in a
numbered limited edition of just 250. This ii number 235. Has a special ‘Day of Issue’ cancel with the legend ‘British
Rock Classics, Ely Cambridgeshire dated 6th March 2010. Cover design features Big Ben and Houses of Parliament
where The Division Bell was originally rung to summon MP’s to vote. £12

477     E      2012 Buckingham Covers ‘Welcome to the London Olympics’ with inset King Edward VII 1908 1d coin and autographed
by 2004 Double Olympic Gold Medal Winner, Dame Kelly Holmes. Cover also has a 1948 GB Olympics issue stamp
with special ‘cachet’, Interesting FDC. £14

478     A      Collection of 2002 Victory WWII Benham’s illustrated covers housed in illustrated “Victory” album with additional 5
C’W miniature sheets etc (20 covers) £20

479     B      Plastic crate with five cover albums of large Benham FDC’s We counted 137 items of which 110 or so are Benham ‘D’
series ‘Definitive’ covers including many for paper changes, booklets etc. This series commonly produced covers which
are quite scarce as Royal Mail did not produce covers for these items. The other 27 covers are for commemorative
stamps. High cat lot and reserved at around 60p per item which is very cheap for this type of material. Some of the
booklet covers have the empty booklet covers with them. £80

480     E      RAF cover for the Scottish Air Display on 14 June 1975. Battle of Britain memorial flight. This item flown in Hawker
Hurricane and is signed by Wing Commander R R Stanford - Tuck.There are two of these signed covers making up this
lot. Good signature of Battle of Britain fighter pilot. Both covers with ageing  stains at right hand side and lower corner. £20

481     A      Red ‘Kestrel’ FDC album with slip case in good condition and worth something empty! Has 29 FDC’s from 1963 to
1967 several plain but includes some illustrated. Good lot of the period, quite high cat. £20
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482     E      Two x 1979 Derby autographed Benham FDC. The first B.O.C.S. 11 ‘Daily Mirror Punters Club’ cover signed in
blue sharpie by Willie Carson (Jockey). The second is B.O.C.S. 9 signed in Blue ballpoint pen by Lester Piggott (Jockey).
Cover ahs a couple of corner bends. Expensive when new. £16

483     E      Westminster folder with a 2006 1oz Silver Britannia coin cover, clean item and well written up £30

GB COLLECTIONS

484     B      Cadbury’s Heroes tin well filled with QEII used decimal commemoratives only. All off paper and by counting and
weighing vendor advises there are over 4,200 stamps here. Some duplication and many are above the prevailing 1st
class letter rate. £40

485     B      Clear plastic tub with five ‘The Favourite’ spring back albums. Mint and used collection from 1887to circa 1983.  Of
note a page of ‘used’ KGV Royal Cypher control singles; KG6 with a few mint blocks, then QEII with many pre-decimal
sets including Wildings. Decimal commemoratives used and also several mint blocks and gutter pairs etc. Total U/M
face value is  circa £100. This underpins the value of this lot, many hundreds of stamps. £50

486     E      Early PHQ cards x 6 for 1973 Cricket, Inigo Jones, Parliament and Royal Wedding plus 1974 Oak tree and Fire Service.
Cricket and Inigo Jones, PHQ1 and 2 are mint the others used with stamps on reverse and FDI postmarks and some
with handwritten addresses. Total cat is £370 £35

487     B      Four hinge-less albums with varying degrees of mint stamps in them. First Lindner with pages (and stamps) from 1937
- 1969 for basics and then Regionals from 1958 - circa 1990. Album 2, Lighthouse with Pages from 1971 -1980 and a
few empty Canada pages. Album 3, LIndner pages 1970 - 1980 plus postage Dues at back. Finally album 4, Lindner,
pages 1981 - 1992. All albums in good condition and even empty binders would cost £40 each new. Decimal face
value easily exceeds £125. This is a very cheap lot whether you want postage and / or the albums. Vendor has set a
very cheap reserve. £70

488     E      Full stock book and stock pages with over 230 U/M commems including 4 x Prince Charles paintings and 5 x Wintertime
etc. Over £50 of decimal face value here plus pre-decimal blocks (over 750 stamps) includes 1966 Winners and 16 x
Dickens blocks of four. Also KG6 x 450 many in large blocks. Useful lot £40

489     A      GB and Channel Islands and Isle of Man in black Devon album with many mint & used sets including some MS’s with
ranges with GB from 1950s to 70s, many sets etc, clean lot (100s) £20

490     E      KGVI to QEII Post Office Training school cancels. Good range of 99 items on 2 Hagner sheets, plenty of Wildings and
includes a few postage dues - looks a cheap lot. £18

491     A      Red stock book with a used accumulation of postage dues all identified, we note 1954 Tudor Crown 3d x 7, plus various
wmk sideways, inverted etc. Much is cds used, recommended viewing total cat £4,095 £95

492     E      Small selection comprising of QV Bantams (4) ½d’s Blue and green, EDVII 10d and KGV vals to 1/- etc, condn mixed
(c44) £12

GB CHANNEL ISLANDS & IOM

493     A      A 2 volume collection of mint & u/m with 1941-79 Guernsey including 1941-44 with most shades to 2½d plus Postage
Dues. Isle of Man 1958-80 and Jersey 1941 to 1980 plus Postage Dues, fine lot (few 100s) £35

494     E      Alderney - SGA13/A17, 1984 Birds set x 23 copies. Cat £9 each Total £207 £12

495     E      Guernsey- 1969-1980s all different u/m ranges of sets with vals to £1 and £5 plus Postage Dues (few 100) £22

496     E      Isle of Man, 1997 larger size FDC with both the set of four stamps and the Miniature Sheet on it.Also has two 5p coins
inset both showing different Golfing scenes. An attractive limited edition cover that has a detailed write up on the
reverse of the album page. Not a cover we have seen before. £10

497     E      Jersey - 1969-1974 sets fine mint on 11 Stanley Gibbons printed album leaves, includes 1969 Defs to £1, cat £57 £10

498     E      Jersey - 2002 Year Pack complete with all stamps and Mini sheets U/M £14

499     E      Jersey - 2005 Year Pack complete with all stamps and Mini sheets U/M £14

500     E      Jersey - 2006 Year Pack complete with all stamps and Mini sheets U/M £14

501     E      Jersey - SG1247/1251 2005 Battle of Trafalgar in U/M sheetlets of 10 sets, cat £50+ £10

502     E      Jersey - SG1253/1257 2006 Jersey Royal Militia in U/M sheetlets of 10 sets, cat £50+ £10
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503     E      Jersey - SG1260/1263 2006 Children’s Stamp Design set in U/M sheetlets of 10 sets, cat £48+ £10

504     E      Jersey - SG1264/1269 2006 Sea Shells set in U/M sheetlets of 10 sets, cat £50+ £10

505     E      Jersey - SG1279/84 2006 Butterflies & Moths II in U/M sheetlets of 10 sets, cat £55 £10

506     E      Jersey - SG1286/91 2006 Postal Vehicles in U/M sheetlets of 10 sets, cat £55 £10

507     A      Jersey & Guernsey - Mint , U/M and used collection filling a 16 sides stock book, noted a couple of Wartime Arms of
Jersey. Values to £5 and looks early to 1980’s £10

508     E      Jersey- 1969-1980s all different u/m ranges of sets and values to £1 plus some MSs (few 100) £33

509     B      Medium brown carton well filled with Channel Islands and Isle of Man FDC’s and PHQ cards, plus some GB PHQ
cards as well. Quick look reveals they are 1970’s/1980’s in the main and plenty of it. Over 350+ items and clean
condition. £16

GB LOCALS & CINDERELLA

510     E      1968 Local Isle of Man Churchill issue optd “Olympic Games Mexico 1968” from ½m to 6m in 22 half sheets of 30,
fine u/m (240) £1

511     E      Coincraft 1996 Post Office Strike set of 6 (1p to £5) U/M,  in a sheet of 30 (5 sets). Original face value £34+ £8

GERMANY

512     E      1923 Inflation stamp selection on Hagner sheet good to fine used in pairs, strips & blocks, we note 250T on 200m red
in 2 strips SG289, 2m Purple (pair) SG317 and 2200m Brown in block of 8 SG325 etc, Cat £265+ (c43) £25

513     A      A fine collection of German Censored covers addressed to Sweden plus a few Swedish covers addressed to Germany
spanning 1939-44 with many various markings, Censors including many Berlin censors, many with Nazi Eagle Censor
tapes all in good to fine condition (c90 covers) £50

514     A      A largely 3rd Reich mint, u/m and used duplicated collection on Hagner’s in blue folder including 1938 Party Badge vals
to 40pf, 1941 Brown Ribbon (SG768 x4 u/m), then many issues from 1943-44 including many sets etc, condn fair to
fine (100s) £30

515     E      A selection of West, East and Berlin, we note 1952 Otto used, German Telephone Service used, , 1953 Liebig used,
East Germany 1940s used, Berlin also a few mint here and there but predominantly used, high catalogue value (few
100) £80

516     S      Allied Military Zone- 1945-46 1M Green SGA35 in very fine used condition, Cat £700 £50

517     E      Allied Occupation- 1945-49 selection of mint & used including 1945 vals to 60pf, 1946 vals to 1DM, 1947 vals to
5DM, then a good varied range of overprints with many vals to 84pf, 1948 Architecture vals to 2DM and 1949 Hanover
trade fair used (2) etc, condn fair to fine Cat £600+ (100s) £40

518     E      British & American Zones- 1948 mint & used selection on Hagner sheet with numerals optd vals to 84pf, Sower,
Labourer and Bricklayers etc vals to 84pf, good lot (c49) £15

519     S      East - 1951 Friendship with China, 24pf carmine U/M, SGE44, cat £180 £15

520     B      East - Shoebox crammed with over 550 postally used commercial mail envelopes. They have part or full sets of stamps
from the late 1960’s onwards and include the difficult to obtain stamps which were blocked by the authorities from
sale to collectors. Interesting material and rarely available in this quantity. £30

521     A      East Germany- 1949-1965 mint, u/m and fine used collection with slight duplication, a fairly substantial collection
with much completeness, with better noted including 1950 Bach, Academy of Science to 50pf, 1951 Visit of Polish
President, a few Friendship with China issues, Youth Festival, 1953 Marx, 5 Year Plan sets with dots and lines, 1954 Stamp
Day, 1955 Liberation and Schiller u/m MSs, Birth of Engels, Paintings etc, just mentioning a few then pretty solid through
to 1965, condn fair to fine Cat £3,000+ (100s) £150

522     S      East Germany- 1950 Wilhelm Pieck 12pf-5DM SGE10-14 u/m (5DM minor imperfections), Cat £155 £10

523     A      East Germany- a mint with much u/m and fine used collection in padded Stanley Gibbons album spanning 1966-
1975 with many sets and miniature sheets etc, condn fair to fine (100s) £10
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524     E      German and area oddments in small stock book, we note Saar, 1950s m & u West and East Germany with a few better
1950s etc, condn mixed (dozens) £30

525     B      Large carton with over ten albums of German area material, includes large book of duplicated DDR, Remaindered
collection. Early to 1970’s collection, two stock books of definitive issues. An A5 stock book with Miniature sheets, ditto
assorted commems, also a stock book of a West German collection with miniature sheets. There is an awful lot of stuff
in here and looks very fairly reserved. £30

526     B      Medium box with 14 year books 1070- -1980; Large collection of Ersstagblattern (first day of issue pages) (same
period) 4 Michel specialised catalogues, cigar box of bundleware mainly 2nd and 3rd Reich. Shoe box of Deutsche
Postcards with FDI cancellations 1991 - 2004. Plenty of stuff here! £30

527     E      Packet with several hundred ‘Reichspost’ period issues duplicated used in packets. Ideal for postmarks and shades etc.
Probably finds lurking in this one, but will take time to classify. £20

528     E      Postal Stationery - 1932 6pf ‘Ebert’ postcard perforated in a vertical strip of four cards. One card is almost separated
from the others. Excellent condition, look like they were printed yesterday, Fine and rare in this format. Michel P199(2). £44

529     S      SG444, 1928 Graf Zeppelin sound to good used, 2m vertical pair, cat £170 £24

530     B      Small carton with German kiloware, mainly bund issues but includes some other areas. Weighs 3.245 kilos and is on
and off paper, so many thousands of stamps. Look to be many commemorative types. £30

531     E      Valuable selection on 6 Hagner’s of pre-1930 with good to fine used with much useful here with a good display of
pmks, good inflation issues used with some in blocks etc. Starting off with 1872 Eagle issues, small shield values to 5gr &
large shield values to 5gr and 9k, slight duplication, we note 10 examples of 2½g with different pmks, 1880-87 to 50pf,
1899-1900 set to 2m, 1920-21 Bavaria optd in Munich with most vals to 10m, 1921-22 vals to 20m, 1922 Munich
Exhibition, 1923 surcharge issues to 2m on 5T (SG274-305) 1923 set to 5md (less 2m SG317), 1926-31 Air set to 3m,
useful Officials most vals to 60pf (SG0424-41) etc. Stamps in general are in good to fine condn and any faults will be
minor ones. STC.£5,300+  (few 100) £320

532     A      West 1949-circa 1980 mint collection in green spring back binder. Commences with 1949 Parliament, Stamp Cent.
And Humanitarian sets, thereafter 90% filled in earlier periods including President Heuss (Cat £400) where the key
50pf is fine M/M, later issues U/M although some sets have been removed. Overall many hundreds of stamps and cat
value easily exceeds £2,500 and likely a lot more. Good value! £100

533     E      West- 1951-1953 period all different good to fine cds used from SG1073-1142, stc £500+ £36

534     E      West- 1986-1990 u/m ranges of sets and singles, all different  on stock pages, stc £680 £50

535     E      West- 1986-1996 u/m range of sets and singles all different with some good Thematics, stc £650 £50

536     E      West Berlin- 1986-1990 u/m range of sets and singles on stock pages all different with some interesting Thematics,
stc £250 £18

537     E      West Berlin- 1986-1990 u/m range of sets and singles on stock pages all different, stc £250 £18

538     A      West Berlin- A green padded Stanley Gibbons album with mint & used issues from 1948 to 1989, we note 1948
opts used, 1952 Berliners used vals to 40pf, 1953 Uprising set u, 1959 Heuss set mint, 1961 Famous Germans to 2DM
m & u then good selection of mainly used vals to 1989, condn mixed, Cat £850+  (100s) £40

539     E      West Germany- 1951-56 selection of sets and oddments on stock page, we note 1951 2pf & 5pf Post horns, 1954
Anniv of Martyrdom, Humanitarian Relief vals, 1955 Lufthansa short set to 15pf, European Stamp Exhibn set, Death of
Schiller, Cosmic Research, Transport, Baden Wurttemberg Exhibn, Battle of Letchfeld, 1956 Luneberg, Youth Hostels,
Thomas Mann etc, clean lot, stc £300+ (c42) £25

540     A      West Germany- 1959-1990 mint & used collection of many sets  and miniature sheets in green padded album, we
note 1959 Beethoven MS m, 1964 Architecture vals to 2DM m & u, 1972 Olympic Games MS m & u, 1973 Birds m &
u, 1974 Youth Welfare, 1975 Industry & Technologies to 500pf m & u, 1986 Famous Germans to 500pf used, 1987
Tourists sights to 700pf used etc, condn mixed (100s) £20

541     S      West, SG1060, 90pf Post Horn fine unmounted mint, Cat £750 £130

542     S      Wurttemberg - SGFW40/FW43, 1949 Red Cross set complete fine used. Cat £500, a difficult set £120

543     E      Zones- including French 1945 Arms m & u, Baden 1947  vals to 1M & 1DM m & u, Rhineland, Wurttemberg and
Soviet Zones with 1948 m & u vals to 84pf, 1949 Politicians Artists & Scientists m & u vals to 80pf and 1949 Goethe
miniature sheet SGMSR59a mint (faults) etc, condn fair to fine Cat £650+ (100s) £50
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GIBRALTAR

544     A      1886 - 2008 mint and used collection in a green simplex spring-back album. Picked over in places but interesting remain.
P1 has 28 QV stamps; GV to 1/- mint x 2 and 2/6d used; GVI to 1/- complete basic set used; QEII 1st set with 5/- to
£1 used; 2nd Def set to £1 mint and 1967 ships set mint, beyond that mostly mint and beyond 1970 virtually all U/M.
Many hundreds and includes plenty of commemorative sets post 2000. Cheap reserve we think. £130

545     S      1886-87 2½d Blue with INVERTED WMK SG11w good to fine used, Cat £95 £15

546     E      1938-51, 12 mint values on album page to 1/-, includes SG122, 122a and 123. Cat £124 £16

547     E      1963-77 fine mint collection on album pages with various Military sets, 1971 Decimals to £1, 1977 Fauna short set to
£2 etc (150+) £8

548     E      1966 Churchill set of 4 in large blocks comprising 30 sets fine u/m, Cat £90 £10

549     E      1967 - 1992 mint collection on album pages and stock pages. Earlier issues are hinged, later ones not. Not complete
but decent coverage of the period, includes a few miniature sheets , some ships crests sets etc. Over 200 stamps. £10

550     E      1982 ½p Fauna on chalky paper in u/m sheet of 100 SG374a, stc £550 £32

551     E      2014 and 2015 Chinese New Year sets in sheetlets of 5 sets U/M, Cat £249 £18

552     E      2015 WW1, 2016 Somme and 2015 Christmas complete sets in sheets / blocks. Total catalogue is £408 £29

553     E      2019 range of stamps and miniature sheets U/M, face value £74 £20

554     E      SG1196/99 & MS1200, 2007 Diamond Wedding Anniversary Presentation booklet with the set of stamps in sheetlets
of 6 plus the Mini Sheet, only 1,000 such items issued, Cat £61+ £12

555     E      SG1202/1205 and MS1206, 2007 Princess Diana presentation book containing the set of four in sheetlets of 6 plus
the Mini Sheet. Only 1500 books issued, cat £64 £12

556     S      SG134/135 1948 Royal Silver Wedding set fine mint, cat £61.50 £15

557     E      SG145/158+, Two album pages of the QEII 1953-59 definitive series laid out in numerical order both mint and used.
This incudes a basic set both mint and used plus many additional listed shades again both mint and used. The differences
are in most cases quite clear and annotated. The used generally with good postmarks, one or two low cat used stamps
are toned, cat circa £500+ Good lot with some awkward stamps here. £100

558     E      SG1664/68, 2015 Christmas set in part sheets of 25 sets U/M, cat £188 £15

559     E      SG1711/18, 2016 Street Signs set in blocks of 12 U/M, Cat £204 £16

560     E      SG1725/1726, 2017 Year of the Rooster set x 10 U/M, cat £110, face £40 £10

561     E      SG1727/1732, 65th Anniversary of the Accession set U/M x 8 to £3. Cat £152, face £58+ £15

562     E      SG1754, 2017 Referendum £5 value x 10, U/M cat £150, face £50 £12

563     E      SG1754, 2017 Referendum £5 value x 20, U/M cat £300, face £100 £24

564     E      SG1781/1784, 2017 Bats set U/M x 16 sets in sheetlets of four sets, Cat £192 U/M £15

565     E      SG1840/41, 2019 Partridge / Europa issue U/m x 10 sets, cat £82.50, Face £33+ £10

566     E      SG1883/1884, 2020 Chines Year of the Rat set x 10 sets in sheetlet format (5 x 2), U/M. Cat £160, face value £64 £20

567     E      SG1894/1897, 2020 New Schools set in sheetlets of four U/M, Cat £76 £12

568     E      SG1917/1922, 2020 Christmas set in U/M blocks of 10 sets. Cat £200, Face value £79.5 £26

569     S      SG63, 8/- Edward VII, Multiple Crown CA wmk, fine used, cat £450 £160

570     E      SGMS1644, 2015 Penny Black miniature sheet U/M x 20. Cat £140, face £60 £13

571     E      SGMS1656, 2015 R.A.F. Squadrons (4th series) miniature sheet U/M x 20, cat £220 £18

572     E      SGMS1669, 2015 Magna Carta miniature sheet U/M x 20, cat £200, face £80 £18

573     E      SGMS1733, 2017 65th Anniversary of the Accession miniature sheet x 20 U/M. Cat £150, face £60 £16

574     E      SGMS1752, 2017 House of Windsor miniature sheet U/M x 18, cat £180, face £74+ £18
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575     S      SGMS1803, 2018 Royal Engagement mini sheet x 10 U/M, cat £70, face value £30 £10

576     E      Small mint & used selection on stock page QV to KGV, we note 1886-87 ½d & 1d mint, 2d used, 1889-96 40c m & u,
1903 with 2d, 6d & 1/- m, 1912-24 2/- u and 1925-32 2/-(2) used etc, Cat £270+ (18) £30

577     A      Social Insurance stamps - Circa 1971, set (we think) of 12 different undenominated stamps in various colours. Each
in a sheet of 100 stamps, fine unmounted mint. Scarce and not often seen as even single sets. Great opportunity for
reseller. Reserve looks very cheap on these. £500

GILBERT & ELLICE

578     E      Early to 1970’s mint and used collection on 5 Hagner sides. 130 mostly different stamps. Includes 1938-55 set mint;
1949 UPU mint, various QEII issues including later £1 fine used and $2. lean and interesting lot £30

GOLD COAST

579     A      Mint & used collection QV to KGVI, we note 1875 4d u, ½d & 1d (SG4/5) mint, 1889 5/- & 20/- u, 1898-1902 to 6d
m & u, 1902 vals to 2/- u, 1913-21 few mint vals to 10/-, other used vals to 1/-, KGVI m & u to 10/-, 1946 Victory m,
1948 to 10/- u plus a few Postage Dues vals to 1/-, condn fair to fine, Cat £1,100+ £180

580     E      QV to early QEII small mint range on Hagner page, we note QV vals to 6d, KGV vals to 1/-, KGVI vals to 1/3 etc, stc
£320 (dozens) £36

581     S      SG103/112 1928 KGV & Christiansborg Castle complete set mounted mint. The 1d (cats £1) has a couple of toned
perfs, otherwise fine, Cat £120 £40

582     S      SG130, 2/- blue & violet PERF12 (Line), lightly mtd mint, cat £65 £15

583     S      SG147/148 1948 Royal Silver Wedding set fine mint, cat £38.30 £10

584     S      SG26/32, QV 1898-1902 short set to 2/- (8v) mounted mint, nice colours, cat £162 £40

585     S      SG34s, Queen Victoria 10/- green and brown overprinted ‘Specimen’. Very lightly mounted mint, very fresh appearance. £24

586     S      SG35/36, 1901 surcharges in blocks of four mint, the lower two stamps in each block are U/M. Nice items, cat £112+
as mtd. £40

GREECE

587     E      1924 - 1959 U/M collection on four Hagner’s. All different with better sets and items. High values includes 1946
surcharge 2,000d on 5,000d; 1951 St Pauls set; 1951 Reconstruction set; 1955 Pythagorean; 1956 Royal family. Quality
lot cat £2,534 (161 items) £230

588     S      1933 Air top values 25p and 2100p U/M, SG473/4, Cat £160 £30

589     S      1946 First Victory Issue set of 8, fresh U/M, cat £100 £15

590     S      1946-7 surcharge top values 2,000d on 5,000d and 5,000d on 15,000d SG638/639 U/M, cat £295 £30

591     S      1955 Pythagorean set of four U/M, cat £150 £20

592     S      1955-1960 Definitive top values U/M, 3d50 rose and 4d bright blue, Cat £135 £15

593     A      1977 - 1995 mint or used collection in a green ‘Merton’ spring back album. A few hundred stamps includes some better
sets. £60

594     E      1992/8 booklet panes of perf and imperf stamps for 1992 Capitals and 1996 & 1998 Castles sets, complete U/M cat
£465 £20

595     A      A mainly used collection in 2 albums from 1861-1983 with a good selection of earlies, we note 1861 vals to 80l, 1886
imperf & perf vals to 25l, 1901 Olympics, 1906, 1913 vals to 25d, then a useful range from 1920s including some Air
issues etc, then many gap fillers with part sets etc to 1983 including loose between pages, condition fair to fine (100s) £30

596     E      Medium stock card with 23 (includes multiples) of the Monument high values issued during the 20th century, all fine
U/M. Of note 1d block of four Perf 13½; 2d block of four (original printing); 5d pair ; 10d and 15d both original and re-
engraved printings for each. Very nice lot, cat exceeds £1,200 (as mtd - these U/M) according to vendor. £180
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597     A      Red ‘Lighthouse’ 64 side stock book with early to modern accumulation, mint and used many 100’s and virtually all
different filling 2/3 of this book. Nice clean lot £40

598     A      Revenues & Cinderella’s in black spring back album. Quite early to modern types, includes some part sheets and blocks
plus a few covers. Interesting lot of seldom seen material. A few hundreds. £65

599     S      SG467, 1933 Flying Boat 50d fine mtd mint, cat £80 £16

600     S      SG659/681, 1947-51 Reconstruction of Dodecanese Islands set of 23. A few with even (but not across the whole
stamp) yellowing, superb facial appearance and appear to be U/M, cat £575 £30

601     S      SG688/691, 1951 St. Paul set of four fine U/M, Cat £300 £35

602     S      SG692/697, 1951 Reconstruction issue set U/M, Cat £300 £35

603     S      SG698/701, 1952 AIR Anti Communist Campaign set, fresh U/M, Cat £95 £15

604     S      SG725/727, 1954 N.A.T.O. set fresh U/M, cat £150 £20

605     S      SG747/760, 1956 Royal Family set of 14 fresh U/M, Cat £140 £20

GREENLAND

606     S      SG38, 60o on 1k Polar Bear mounted mint, cat £100 £15

GRENADA

607     A      & Grenadines - Grenada 1881-2002  and Grenadines 1978 - 2001 virtually all fine U/M sets etc. Colourful stuff
which cats circa £700 all in a blue ‘Compass’ interleaved stock book. Cheaply reserved for the several hundred stamps
it contains. £65

608     E      A QV to KGVI mint and used collection on leaves including 1861-62 1d m & u, 1863-71 vals to 6d, 1881 optd vals to
4d, 1883 vals to 1/-, 1881-88 Revenue stamps, EDVII vals to 6d u, 1906=11 vals to 1/- u, 1913-21 vals to 1/- u, 1916
War Tax m & u, KGVI m & u vals to 10/- with some extra perf values seen, Postage Dues vals to 3d etc, Cat £740+
condn fair to fine (few 100) £140

609     E      QV to 1968 mint and used collection on 3 Hagner’s and 3 album sheets. Over 140 stamps, includes 1948 RSW and
1949 UPU mint, 1938 - 50 definitive set (12) mint (10/- is toned) plus a few extras; 1951 set mint (13v); QEII first set
top values mint etc. Worth viewing £40

HELIGOLAND

610     E      1875-90 1pf & 2pf SG10-11 in u/m marginal blocks of 25 with a couple of tone spots and a few perf splits otherwise
in fine condition Cat £900 (50) £70

611     E      1875-90 1pf ¼d Deep Green & Rose SG10 in u/m sheet of 50 plus a block of 25, some tone spots and perf splitting
but mainly good to fine, Cat £1,300+ £90

HONG KONG

612     S      1982 Definitive set of 16 U/M, cat £90+ £20

613     E      Between SG950/988, HK China 1999 16v original definitive series to $50 in presentation booklet, cat £45 £8

614     S      SG163/168, 1941 Centenary set mounted mint, cat £90 £14

615     A      Valuable mint and used collection QV to QEII & beyond in 64 sided green ‘Compass’ stock book. QV crown CC issue
to 96c with many shades; 1870’s surcharges x 3; Crown CA wmk values to 30c with extras; 1891 surcharges x 25+;
1900-01 used most values; Edward VII all sets represented used and a few mint as well; GV to $5 used and CHINA
ovpts with $ values seen used; 35 Jubilee mint and used; G6 with good representation def values to $10 mint and used
with perf interest. 48 Wedding used, UPU mint and used; QEII first defs to $10 mint and used thereafter many commem
sets mint and / or used and other def sets as well (vals to $50 mint seen); selection of Postage Dues and G6 5c revenue
mint (cat £100). 1975 Festival sheet mint. Overall a very good lot with lots of postmark and shade interest in the
earlies with some Treaty Port cancels seen. Several hundreds and will break well £425
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HUNGARY

616     S      1932 Madonna 10p SG538, very fine used £22

617     E      1937-2014 all different fine used housed in blue stock book with high catalogue value in later issues, condn fair to fine
(100s) £44

ICELAND

618     S      1911 Jon Sigurdsson set to 25a SG96-101 good to fine used £12

INDIA

619     S      1856-64 ½d Blue SG38 fresh m/m, centred to left and usual gum wrinkling otherwise fine, Cat £110 £14

620     E      1929 Air, 1931 Inauguration and 1937 Silver Jubilee sets or values, 32 stamps filling page £16

621     E      1937-40 complete set to 25r SG247-64 good to fine used, Cat £140 £18

622     A      1949-1989 used collection in red springback album, we note 1949-52 to 15r, 1949 UPU, 1950 Inauguration, 1952 Poets
then a good range of issues to 1989, condn mixed in places (few 100) £20

623     B      A small box with bundle ware from 1937-40 with 2a to 10r including 2a(200), 2a6(200), 3a(200), 3a6(200), 4a(200),
6a(200), 8a(200), 12a(200), 1r(700), 2r(700), 5r(900) and 10r(700), all good to fine used with postmark interests and
unchecked for wmk varieties, Cat £1,400 (3000+) £65

624     S      SG109, Queen Victoria 5r Ultramarine and violet, mounted mint, Cat £100 £36

625     E      Small used selection on 2 album pages with 1907-09 EDVII to 25r, 1925 surcharges etc, good to fine used (12) £70

626     E      KG6 Postal History, two different commercial airmail items sent to Dorman’s Park, East Grinstead. Both have  the 6a
and 8a KG6 defins (SG256/7) and have different censor markings. One of the covers is clearly postmarked ‘ALIPORE
CIVIL COURT’ (5 Dec 1939), which must be an unusual cancellation. Both items are opened and have creasing
commensurate with usage. £15

INDIAN STATES

627     S      Bhopal, SGO324A, 3p on 4a chocolate with ‘THEEE Pies’ instead of THREE Pies error. Mounted mint, cat £1,600,
scarce item. £400

628     S      Charkhari, SG33, 1p violet fine used, an awkward stamp, usual caution applies, cats £400 £50

629     E      Hyderbad - SG53 1945 Victory stamp x 250 copies U/M in blocks and sheets etc. £10

630     S      Kishangarh - SG45a, 1907 2a orange-yellow, Perf 13½ unmounted mint displaying MISPLACEMENT OF
PERFORTIONS such that there is a blank portion at base and displaying part of the adjacent stamp below. Cat £30
(mounted) as normal £12

631     E      Two Hagner’s with KGVI U/M blocks of four of various convention states issues. All different we counted 64 blocks
which cat £940 as basic stamps, in this format arguably more highly rated. Good condition for this type of material
with good gum. Nice lot! £250

INDONESIA

632     A      1978 - 1999 U/M dealer stock in large binder, all priced 100’s of sets and miniature sheets with a good cat value. Clean
material and worth viewing. £100

633     S      SGMS1681, 1982 World Cup miniature sheet overprinted ‘Italia World Champion’ U/M, cat £130 £26

634     S      SGMS1761, 1984 Stamp Exhibition miniature sheet U/M, cat £70 £14

635     S      SGMS1762, 1984 Ausipex miniature sheet U/M, cat £45 £10

636     S      SGMS1878a, Expo 88 miniature sheet Imperforate U/M, cat £55 £10

637     S      SGMS1903, Filacept 88 Exhibition set of two miniature sheets U/M, cat £44 £10
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IRAN

638     S      1993 60r Viburnum Berries SG2741var with INVERTED Centre in u/m block of 6 £10

IRELAND

639     A      1930s to 1999 good to fine used collection in sleeved printed Davo album, we note 1940-49 vals to 10/- etc but more
complete with many sets from 1974 including 1983 Architecture to £5, 1990 Heritage to £5, 1997 Birds to £5 then
fairly comprehensive with sets (some adhesives included) and MS’s, condition generally fine throughout, Cat £980+
(100s) £80

640     A      Large dealer folder with U/M commemoratives with some duplication. Several hundreds if not 1,000 or more stamps.
Many sets with duplication in places. Some  self adhesives / booklets noted. This lot contains over 100 Euros face value
as well. Clean material throughout, ideal for resale. £150

641     S      SG102/103, 1937 2/6d and 5/- high values sound used, cat £190, decent copies, good colour and perfs, both with
slightly blotchy large postmarks. £26

ITALIAN COLONIES

642     E      Eritrea - 1923 - 1934mint / U/M range includes good sets. 22 different stamps, cat £390 £50

643     S      Libya - 1921 Pictorials set of twelve fresh mint (usual yellow brown streaky gum), good colours, cat £600 £45

644     S      Libya - 1921 Roman Legionary 5c pair (standard yellow brown gum) variety ‘Centre Inverted’ U/M, SG24b with
photocopy of certificate when [part of a multiple. Cat £200 £25

645     S      Post Offices In China - SG19, ½c on 1c brown overprinted ‘Pechino’ fine mint, cat £130 £15

ITALY

646     S      1863, SG10, 5c grey mounted mint with paper hinge remainder and a diagonal crease. Good colour and looks okay
from the front despite faults, cat £2,250, a scarce stamp. £110

647     E      1917-27 Range of mint & used with many definitives and Postage Dues optd, we note 1917 25c, 75c & 1L25, 1928
7½c & 50c, Austrian Territories with vals optd 1c on 1c to 1Cor on 1L mint also Postage Dues and Express issues,
Ionian Islands etc with some used seen, condn mixed but generally good to fine (100s) £30

648     E      Collectors duplicates of mostly mid period fine used or u/m including SG724, 727-29, 738, 750, 780, 791 and 794 fine
used etc, useful for splitting or filling elusive gaps, stc £2,330 (few 100) £140

649     S      SG126/128, 1922 Mazzini set fine used, cat £140+ £16

650     E      SG3493/3507, 2013 Wine, sheetlet of 15 stamps self adhesive. Fine U/M and awkward to source. £24

651     S      SG38, 1899 5c green mounted mint, either heavily thinned or 75% unused without gum, space filler, cats £1,000+ £36

652     S      SG784, 1951 Milan Fair 55L blue fine U/M, Cat £140 £20

653     S      SGD23, 2c Magenta & Orange Postage Due in an irregular fine used block of 34 stamps, each with a crisp CDS
postmark. A light blue crayon mark affects 12 stamps, but this is a visually impressive piece. Cat £1,020+ £125

JAMAICA

654     S      SG128aa, 6d value with the ‘Exhaust Pipe’ flaw, used with slogan postmark, Cat £50 £10

JAPAN

655     S      1949 Radio Mast 20y U/M from the miniature sheet, single stamp only £16

656     S      Ryuku Islands - SG19, 1951 University fine mtd mint, cat £75 £12

657     S      Ryuku Islands - SG53/57, 1957 Air set fine mounted mint, cat £78 £12

658     S      SG60, 1872 30s good used, cat £100 and offered on its merits £8
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659     E      Small good to fine used selection on album page including 1948 vals to 500y, 1949 with 10y (SG522), National Park
10y & 16y and 1949 Postal Week (Flying Geese) SG556 etc (22) £20

JORDAN

660     E      SGMS636, 1965 Russian Astronauts miniature sheet U/M, cat £38 £10

KUT

661     E      1938-54 good to fine mint selection on Hagner with some better values to 3/- including 15c SG137, 50c SG144ea, 1/-
SG145 and 3/- SG147a, Cat £230 (13) £25

662     S      British East Africa, SG16/19, 2r to 5r fresh mounted mint, three of the values with one imperforate edge at top or
bottom which is normal for this issue, cat £76 £20

663     S      British East Africa, SG63, 1895 5r ultramarine & violet of India overprinted, lightly mounted mint, cat £170 £60

664     E      Jointly with Great Britain -1963 Freedom From Hunger illustrated First Day Cover bearing sets from both
Countries with a ‘Nairobi’ CDS postmark for 21st March 1963. Possibly unique and certainly rare £40

665     S      SG124i, 1935 Silver Jubilee 20c value fine used with the ‘Dash by Turret’ flaw, Upper left corner perf missing / blunt. Cat
£130 £15

666     S      SG148, 5/- perforation 13¼, lightly mounted mint. Cat £160 £38

667     E      SG183/198, 1960-62 definitive set fine mint on album page, cat £70 £16

KUWAIT

668     A      Mint & used collection in album including 1929-37 many vals to 12a m, 1929-33 “Service” optd vals to 1r m, 1948
Olympics u/m blocks of 4, 1952-57 to 1r on 1/6 m, plus Castle vals to 10r on 10/- m, 1956 to 1r on 1/6 m, 1959 to
10r m, 1961 to 1d mint etc, condn fair to fine Cat £550+ £75

LABUAN

669     E      1890-1900 mounted mint range on Hagner page with vals to 50c, some optd “Jubilee” good to fine mtd mint but a
few with no gum, stc £380+ (c22) £44

LATVIA

670     S      SG240a/241a, 1933 Wounded Airmen Fund fine mint, cat £120 £24

LEEWARD ISLANDS

671     S      SG109ab, 1942, 6d deep dull purple & bright purple, ordinary paper with ‘Broken E in Leeward variety’ (R4/1), fine
lightly mounted mint. Cat £550 £140

672     S      SG29/35, Edward VII, 1905-08 MCA wmk set, fresh mtd mint, several including 6d and 1/- are lightly mtd. Cat £200 £70

LESOTHO

673     E      1986-88 Butterflies surcharges including SG722, 734-35 in u/m sheets of 49 £16

674     E      1988 Butterflies overprinted comprising of SG734 & SG735 in u/m sheets of 49 £16

LIBERIA

675     A      Maroon Lighthouse stock book with an U/M collection of several hundred stamps and miniature sheets both perf and
imperf types. Superb lot of a rarely offered country, had been PTSA £350 £90
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LIBYA

676     E      A duplicated with large u/m blocks of 1934 Postage Due stamps of Italy optd “LIBIA” comprising of 5c (22), 10c (18),
30c (48), 50c (161) and 60c (115) a few faults here and there but generally fine (330+) £20

LIECHTENSTEIN

677     S      1951 Agriculture set SG287-98 fine mounted mint, stc £299 £38

678     E      1960s-1970s u/m ranges of many sets, all identified on Hagner pages with some duplication, stc £830+ £44

679     A      1979 - 1991 collection in green 32 side stock book. Everything in U/M blocks of four, everything is identified and
catalogued against SG. Generally a cheaper period, but everything is in good condition and cat value is Circa £1,100 £90

680     E      A mainly used selection on Hagner page we note 1917-18 vals to 20h, 1921 2r on 10h SG46, other vals to 15r, 1930-
31 vals to 35r etc, stc £325 (27) £30

681     S      SG404, 1960 Europa u/m. Cat £140 £30

682     S      SG70 & 72, 1924 Castle of Vaduz 10r and 20r U/M, cat £76 £15

683     E      SG731, 1979 Patron Saints 20f sheetlet of four U/M, cat £104 £20

684     S      SG89, 1928 70th Anniv. Of the Accession, 1F50 U/M, cat £150 £30

685     S      SG91, 1928 70th Anniv. Of the Accession, 5F U/M, cat £150 £30

686     E      SGMS601, 1974 Prince & Princess 4 x 10F miniature sheet U/M, cat £60 £10

LUXEMBOURG

687     E      1939 20th Anniversary of Reign and of Royal Wedding u/m miniature sheet SGMS395a £22

688     S      1951 To Promote united Europe set to 4f (less 3f) SG543-46 & 548 fine used, Cat £127 £7

689     S      1951 To Promote United Europe set to 4f SG543-8 fine mtd mint, Cat £456 (6) £30

690     A      Ex dealer stock of National Welfare Fund sets  from 1946 to 1961 in blocks / sheets. Complete for every year and
either 15 or 25 sets of each. All U/M and huge catalogue value of £9,316, Good lot. £825

691     S      SG553/558, 1952 Helsinki Olympics mint set, cat £84 £12

692     S      SG609/611, 1956 Europa set, fine U/M, cat £700+ £60

693     E      Useful duplicated u/m ranges on Hagner’s including SG505c(14), 507(19), 508(17) and SG509(19), stc £670+ £36

MACAU

694     E      Machine labels - 7 different First Day Covers for these issues. These FDC’s are for the four ‘fixed values’ as listed in
the SG catalogue. Includes 5 of the first 9 issues that were introduced between 1993 and 2015. These are not commonly
available to the UK market. £11

695     S      SG587 x 2 and SG685 x 4, 1984 New Year (2) and 1989 New Year (4) all U/M, cat 380 £10

696     E      SGMS732, 1990 11th Asian Games miniature sheet U/M, minor gum crease, cat £60 £10

MALAWI

697     S      SG215/227 and SG’s 259 and 262. 1964 set to £1 and 1966 1/6d and £2, all U/M, Cat £54 £10

698     S      SG310/323, 1968 Birds (14v), Mounted Mint, Cat £65 £14

MALAYA

699     S      B.M.A. - SG1/18, King George VI basic set good used (15v) includes both $5 Cat £170 £45
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700     S      B.M.A. - SG1/18, King George VI basic set of 18 stamps mint, 2c, 10c and 15c are Die II and has both $5, one with
usual toned gum (normal for this), Total Cat £200 £60

701     S      Federated Malay States - SG4 and SG6, 1900 5c and 20c mounted mint, fresh colours, overprinted ‘SPECIMEN’. £20

702     E      Johore - King George VI mint on two stock cards includes SG133/147 (Except 142a & 142b) and Silver Wedding /
UPU, total cat £200 £50

703     E      Kedah - KG6 mint on two cards includes 1950 set of 21 (SG76/90) plus 1948 Wedding and 1949 UPU sets. Cat
£192.50 £55

704     S      Kedah - SG1/14, 1912 set good to fine used (15v), cat £500 £145

705     S      Kedah - SG60/68, (9v), 1937 KG6 set mint, cat £300 £90

706     S      Kelantan - SG40/52, 1937-40 Chef ’s Hat short set (13v) to $1 mint, Cat £348.75 £85

707     E      Malacca - King George VI complete mint SG1/21 on 2 stock cards. 1949-52 Definitive set plus 1948 Wedding and
1949 UPU. Cat £190 £55

708     S      Malacca - SG37/38, 1955 QEII $2 and $5 top values U/M, cat £58 £14

709     E      Negri Sembilan - SG40/66, King George VI complete mint on 2 stock cards, definitive set plus 48 RSW and 1949
UPU, Total cat £157.25 £45

710     S      Negri Sembilan - SG42/62, 1949 - 55 set (21v) good to fine used, cat £160 £45

711     S      Pahang - SG29/44 (missing 36), 1935-41 set to $1 (less 8c scarlet) mounted mint includes the unissued 2c Orange.
Cat £192 £29

712     E      Pahang - SG47/73 inclusive mint on two stock cards. 1950-1956 set plus 1948 Wedding and 1949 UPU sets. Cat
£149.50 £40

713     S      Pahang - SG53/73, 1950-56 set of 21 values good to fine used all with circular postmarks. Cat £140 £40

714     E      Penang - SG1/26 inclusive, KG6 complete mint on 2 stock cards, 1950 set and 1948 Wedding plus 1949 UPU,  Cat
£186.50 £50

715     S      Penang - SG42/43, 1954-55 $2 and $5 top values U/M, cat £71 £16

716     S      Perak -  1900 Surcharge set of 7 stamps, SG81/87 mint, Cat £110 £35

717     S      Perak - SG103/118, 1938-41 short set of 16 values to 50c mint, cat £400+ £100

718     E      Perak - SG122/148 inclusive mint on 2 stock cards. 1950 set (21v) plus 1948 RSW and 1949 UPU sets. Cat £168.50 £50

719     E      Selangor - SG88/114 inclusive mint on two stock cards. 1949 set plus 1948 Wedding and 1949 UPU sets. Total cat
£142.70 £40

720     E      Straits Settlements - SG294, 1941 2c Orange in 2 U/M marginal blocks of 20  (40 stamps in total), cat £80 £10

721     S      Straits Settlements - SG5 6c on 2a yellow, overprint in purple, a very good used example with duplex type
cancellation. Very good stamp, cat £275 £95

722     E      Straits Settlements & States, QV to 1953 Coronation used / fine used collection on 14 album pages. Estimate 350+
stamps with values to $2 spotted. Interesting and unchecked. £48

723     E      Trengannu - SG61/87 inclusive (except SG81). 1949 set plus 1948 Wedding and 1949 UPU mint on 2 stock cards,
cat £195.75 £55

MALAYSIA

724     S      SG27, $10 Blue-tailed Pitta U/M but has some minor adhesions at one side on reverse. Cat £48 £7

MALDIVES

725     E      1960s-1970s u/m ranges of sets to 5r on Hagner sheet all different (dozens) £30

726     S      SG204/209, 1966 Churchill set mounted mint, one of the most difficult sets in the Commonwealth omnibus series to
find! £12
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727     S      SG21a, 1952 2L Olive Brown very fine used, the better shade of this stamp £5

MALTA

728     A      1862 - circa 2003, mainly Used collection in a green ‘Utile’ binder. Many hundreds and lots of sets, KG6 looks complete
in basic stamps and several part sets of QV and KG5 also with better values spotted. Nice lot with good run through’s.
Vendor STC £2,500+ £440

729     S      1863-81 ½d Orange-buff SG8 good to fine mtd mint, Cat £200 £40

730     S      1863-81 ½d series one stamp lightly mounted mint (perf 14), the other used by duplex cancel (Perf 14 x 12½d). Many
shades on this issue, but the used stamp has only two possibilities due to the perf. And cats £100 minimum. The mint
stamp is in a  very similar shade and vendor says this is SG10, which makes the used stamp SG16. Total Cat is a minimum
of £185 whatever the shades are, both stamps in good condition. £40

731     A      1882-1974 mint and u/m collection in sleeved Davo album with many sets including 1885-86 to 1/-, 1886 5/- (tone
spot), 1903-04 set to 1/-, 1921-22 vals to 2/-, 1922 to 5/- (less 2/-), Multiple Script CA set to 10/-, 1926 to 10/-, KGV
to 10/-, optd “Postage and Revenue” to 10/-, 1935 S. Jubilee, KGVI sets to 10/- including “Self-Government”, then a
good range of QEII sets with Postage Dues at back of album, condn fair to fine with a few minor imperfections on the
earlier material, Cat £2,000+ (100s) £350

732     S      1899-1901 2/6 Olive-grey and 10/- Blue black SG34-5 good to fine mtd mint, Cat £150 £30

733     S      1903/4 Edward VII Crown CA watermark set SG38/44 mounted mint with nice fresh colours. Cat £130 £34

734     S      1904-14 set to 5/- wmk Multiple Crown SG45-63 good to fine mtd mint, Cat £325 (17) £70

735     S      1914-21 complete set to 5/- with extra 1/- value SG69-88 good to fine mtd mint, Cat £250+ (13) £60

736     S      1921-22 10/- Black SG104 wmk Mult Script CA, good to fine mtd mint, Cat £350 £80

737     S      1922 10/- Blue-black optd “Self-Government” SG105 good to fine mtd mint, Cat £250 £60

738     S      1922-26 complete set to £1 SG123-40 good to fine mtd mint, Cat £250 (17) £60

739     E      1982-1988 all different U/M ranges of sets and miniature sheets on stock pages, Cat £170 £18

740     E      A 1950-71 fine used collection on black album pages 75% complete with many sets, we note 1956-58 set to £1 etc
plus 4 booklets, condn fair to fine (100s) £36

741     E      A KGVI fine used collection on black album pages with 1938-43 to 10/-, 1948-53 to 10/-, 1949 £1 S. Wedding etc, Cat
£140 £28

742     A      A two volume u/m collection in sleeved Davo printed hinge less albums ranging from 1974 to 2004 being 85% complete
with miniature sheets and definitive sets to £2 & £3 etc, Cat £820+ (100s) £100

743     A      Blue album with a QV to QE2 collection mint and mainly used, few hundred in chronological order, looks very fair
value. £20

744     E      SG174/192, 1928 ‘Postage & Revenue’ overprint set of 19 fine mint on album page, Cat £200 £46

745     S      SG30, 1886 5/- rose superb used with an oval ‘Valetta’ cancel, very nice looking stamp, cat £110 £18

MAURITIUS

746     S      1891 2c on 17c Rose SG119 u/m Cat £150 £50

747     S      SG SB2, 1954 5r Booklet, cover is black on white and booklet has all panes plus airmail labels. Cat £50 £16

748     S      SG240, 5r green & red/yellow, Script Ca watermark, good used with contempary circular postmark, Cat £110 £38

749     S      SG251b, 1937 Coronation 20c value with the ‘Line by Sceptre’ flaw, fine used, cat 350 £12

750     S      SG317/331, 1965 Birds definitive set mint, the top four values are U/M, cat £70 £18

751     S      SG330/331, 1965 Birds 5r mounted mint and 10r fine used, cat £56 £8

752     E      SG345/8, 349/63, 364/9, 370/5 and 376/81, 1967 Self Government to 1968 Bicentenary complete fine used, cat £52 £8

753     E      SG382/399, 1969-1973 Marine Life set of 18 fine used, cat £45 £8
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MEXICO

754     E      1947 - circa 1990, selection of 675+ mostly different stamps on 20 A4 stock pages, a mix of single and double sided.
Good basis for a collection and reserved at under 10p a stamp. Nice lot of nearly all commemorative issues with many
large size stamps here. A seldom offered country lot. £55

755     E      1980’s and 1990’s mint and U/M collection on 14 Hagner sides with better sets spotted, 274 different stamps. £30

MONACO

756     E      1980 Olympics  Miniature Sheets (set of 2), limited edition superb U/M, Yvert 11/12, cat 770 Euros, a rare thematic
item, had a very substantial initial retail cost of circa £300 the pair. Consequently there were not large numbers sold
and they are scarce. Unlisted SG as these were not sold at face value originally. Reserve is under half the original cost! £110

757     A      Safe ‘Dual’ printed album with a mint and used collection 1914 (pages from 1885) to 1959. Several hundred stamps
including sets and top values in a tan coloured ‘safe’ 22 ring binder. Better items noted and there will be a good catalogue
value here. Album is expensive new and we think very good value at reserve. Waiting to be continued. £200

758     E      SG MS1490, 1981 Europa Miniature Sheet U/M, cat £35 £7

759     S      SG326a, 300F Deep blue & ultramarine, lightly mounted mint, cat £95 £15

760     S      SG614, 1959 Monte Carlo Rally 100F marginal block of four U/M, cat £48 £10

MONTSERRAT

761     E      1982 O.H.M.S. Royal Wedding  sheetlet 75c on $3 SG)55b, left hand stamps with overprint omitted, right hand stamps
H.M.S. $3 only, listed as SGO55f x 3 plus )56 ovpt omitted cat £210+ Another similar sheet with inverted wmk and
other errors as described Total cat £420== £25

762     E      1982 O.H.M.S. sheetlets 45c on 90c and 75c on $3, each showing overprint omitted on left hand Charlotte or
Portsmouth (ship) stamps, includes SGO53e x 3and O55f x 3 cat £420 alone. U/M £25

763     E      Montserrat 1982 O.H.M.S. Royal Wedding sheetlet $1 on $4, the three Britannia pairs showing one stamp without
surcharge (as SGO57f) listed but unpriced in SG, fine U/M £15

764     S      SG123/135, 1951 KG6 Definitive set mounted mint (13), Cat £75 £18

765     S      SG187c, 1966 UNESCO 4c with ‘ORANGE OMITTED’ U/M, a modern rarity, cat £160 £30

766     S      SG297, 1972 3ct Frigate Bird Watermark 12, top right corner block of four displaying sheet number in the margin. Bird
thematic item, fine U/M. £30

MOROCCO AGENCIES

767     S      French - SG201, 6F on 5/-good used with parts of two circular cancels, cat £50 £18

768     S      SG11c and 12a, 1899 20c ‘Hyphen between n-c’ variety and 25c with ‘CD sideways’ variety, both very fine used, cat
£140 £25

NATAL

769     S      SG1421902 Edward VII £1 Black  and Bright Blue, fine double ring cds used. Cat £80 £34

770     S      SG143, Edward VII £1.10 green & violet mounted mint, has an ironed out horizontal gum crease not visible from the
front. Cat £600 £65

771     S      SG9, 1859-60 1d rose-red No Watermark, perf 13, good used, Cat 85 £24

NAURU

772     E      A mainly mint selection on Hagner’s including 1916-23 vals to 6d (12½mm), 1924-48 to 1/- (white ppr), 1935 S. Jubilee,
1954 to 5/-, 1963-65 to 3/3 etc, Cat £158+ £18

773     S      SG1/14, 1916/23 set plus ½d and 1d overprint changes mounted mint. 13 stamps cat £108 £15
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NEPAL

774     A      Ex dealers stock of duplicated U/M sets 1961 -1980 half filling a large blue 64 sides Lindner stock book. A few 100
stamps £30

NETHERLANDS

775     A      64 sides Blue ‘Compass’ stock book with a mint and used collection, early to 1990’s and beyond, includes a selection
of Postage Dues and children’s charities sets. There are over 1,400 stamps in this album with some useful pickings in
places. £110

776     A      1852 -1977 collection in red ‘Viking’ spring back album. Mint and used, very well filled commences with 6 early imperfs
used all with faults; thereafter decent ranges and beyond 1920 alternate pages for mint and used with Many charity
sets evident. We counted circa 1,950 stamps and generally clean throughout. Plenty of sets can be removed. Good
solid offering and we imagine a substantial cat value to boot. £80

777     S      1916 Free Frank stamps in green and brown, both apparently U/M as listed in Michel  and cat 260 Euros. Unusual and
seldom seen. £18

778     A      1994 - 2001 collection in a Davo hinge-less album, almost complete £50

779     B      A duplicated collection on pages and cards from 1920s-80s mostly used with a few mint and u/m including SG720-24
plus much more, good lot for sorting and filling those gaps, stc £3,800 (100s) £170

780     A      Davo printed album with a ‘used’ collection, many being fine used from 1852 to 1999, although there are pages post
2000 these are empty. A decent one country starter, includes many of the 1930’s period Charity sets / part sets. Many
hundreds starting with 4 mgn 1852 5c and 10c. Most stamps in place in good condition. Well worthy of consideration,
the pre 1960 period easily worth the reserve in our opinion and there is much else besides. Clean lot, worth viewing. £140

781     A      Early to modern issues, mint and used including some U/M in a blue 64 page ‘Compass’ stock book. Several hundreds
and totally unchecked. Good collector or dealer lot. £60

782     A      Including Colonies - Circa 175 booklets in well filled album, some duplication but plenty of variety including a few
commemorative types. Very lean lot and around 35+ booklets are from Surinam & Antilles. Reserve looks cheap for
this quantity and album in good condition. £70

783     A      Large brown Ka-Be stock book with a mainly U/M accumulation from 1950’s to circa 1970’s. 100’s of stamps with a
good catalogue value. £60

784     E      SG1035/1037, 1967 Amphilex exhibition set in sheetlets of 10 U/M.  Vendor says usual retail ££45-£60 £26

785     S      SG208/210, 1906 Society for the prevention of T.B. fine used set, each with Amsterdam double ring postmark. Cat
£85+ £14

786     E      SG3243/3252 x 2, 2015 Christmas self-adhesive booklet containing two sets of 10 U/M, cat £80 £16

NEW HEBRIDES

787     S      SG218w, 1977 70ct Silver Jubilee WMK INVERTED fine U/M marginal example. £20

NEW ZEALAND

788     E      1915-30, 8d Plate proof in black on ungummed and unwatermarked paper in a complete sheet 0f 120 stamps. We
note plate number 40 in upper left hand margin. Some marginal creases, otherwise fine. A very scarce survivor in this
format. SG427var £550

789     S      1915-33 1/2d Plate proof pair in black on gummed watermarked surfaced paper, one displays two small white rings
caused by grit on the plate, a variant on SG435 which was the issued stamp. interesting  item £20

790     E      1940 Officials selection of u/m, including 1½d SG0143(16), 2½d SG0145(29) and 8d SG0149(3), stc £380+ £40

791     S      2003 ‘Best of 2003’ set of three miniature sheets U/M special issue £10

792     E      A selection of better miniature sheets spanning 1996-1999 and 2002, all u/m £90
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793     E      Messy mostly used collection on 35 album pages. Almost 500 stamps that need tidying up. From around 1900 to
1970/80’s with some sets. Earlies include some officials, KG6 Life insurance set and a few postal fiscals. We spotted a
‘used’ copy of SGA1 (Antarctic Expeditions) £40

794     A      QV to circa 1994 mint and used collection in well filled green ‘Simplex’ spring-back album. Page 1 with 42 QV stamps
to 5/- Mt cook (used fiscal but attractive); 65 pages follow in total over 1,340 stamps with many sets. Better early Airs,
QEII first set to 10/-, over 50 officials plus 6 QV postal Fiscals and others to £2. Decent lot with pickings. £95

795     E      SG SB21a, 1955 4/- Booklet x 13, cat £273 £24

796     S      SG265c, 6d Kiwi , perf 11, cat £50 £10

797     S      SGO104, 1925 9d sage-green overprinted ‘OFFICIAL’ reading upwards, fine mounted mint (light\) block of four, one
stamp is fine U/M, cat £180+ £70

798     S      SGO141/O151, 1940 Centennial ‘Official’ set lightly mounted mint, cat £225 £70

799     S      SGO66, 2/- blue-green official overprint very good used with parts of two circular postmarks, very deep colour, cat
£140 £50

NEWFOUNDLAND

800     E      Postal stationery and post cards x 24, all but one are Edward VII to George VI, 13 of these items are used. Look to be
mostly different types and values. Clean material which will be an interesting study lot. £25

801     E      Queen Victoria Post Cards x 12 and 3 prepaid postal stationaries (unused), look to be mostly different (1c to 3c values).
A few have marks on their reverse sides from mounting but generally a very clean and interesting lot. £20

802     A      SG1 to KG6 picked over mint and used collection on pages in a battered spring back album. Mixed condition, poor to
fine, 33 pages in all with over 250 items and substantial value remains. Of note shades throughout; SG83/90 mint set;
SG149/62 used set with 10c shade; SG164/178 mint; Air trio No wmk mint; 1932-8 set mint; Long Coro set mint;
SG276/289 mint and used sets complete. Total cat exceeds £4,200, given the various sets indicated the reserve looks
cheap £330

803     S      SG54, 1887 10c black (Atlantic Brigantine) mounted mint, cat £120 £24

NIGERIA

804     S      Niger Coast- 1898 Half of a Registered cover with ½d, 1d, 2d, 2½d, 5d and 1/- (stamps Cat £127 as fine used, a
huge amount if on full cover) £60

805     S      SG SB8, 1957 2/- booklet complete mint with waxed interleaves. Cat £28 £11

806     S      SG69/80 (less 72c), 1953-1958 set to £1 (no 2d slate-violet), cat £86 £15

NIUE

807     S      2007 Basketball, set of nine miniature sheets - unlisted by SG for this issue U/M. £12

808     A      Green Lighthouse stock book with a modern U/M collection, issues up to 2014 spotted. Includes some blocks. Original
cost was £120 £50

NORFOLK ISLAND

809     A      1947-1984 mint collection in a green 22 ring Lindner album with ‘dual pages. Album and pages in good condition and
expensive new. There are 340+ items in this album and only 3 gaps we could see. Those items checked were all U/M.
Nice clean lot and good basis for continuation. £50

810     A      1953-2015 U/M collection, all different in red 32 side stock book. Many sets and miniature sheets. Total cat exceeds
£370 according to vendor. Clean lot, £65

811     S      2002 Sports - 4 x $1 Miniature Sheet mounted mint. RARE item as not officially issued but it is known some were
distributed to dealers in error. See catalogue note after SG796. Usually retails £200 - £300. Cheap reserve due to
mounting. £60
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NORTH BORNEO

812     S      1918-30 6c Black & olive-green Postage Due overprinted SGD60, fine mtd mint, Cat £50 £10

813     S      SG 323, 4c BMA bronze-green & violet block of four U/M. cat £104 £30

814     S      SG117, 4 CENTS on 24c mounted mint, cat £48 £15

815     S      SG124, 4c on $10 fine lightly mounted mint, impressive looker, cat £140 £28

816     S      SG136a, 16c perf 14½ - 15 mounted mint. Cat £190 £44

817     S      SG308, 1939 8c scarlet marginal mint block, Lightly mtd on one stamp only leaving three U/M, cat £104+ £30

818     S      SGD5, 1895, 5c black and vermillion postage due very good to fine used, cat £44 £15

819     S      SGF1a, 1886 Revenue, 3c on 4c pink with variety ‘Raised stop after cents’ in overprint. Mounted mint with paper
adhesion to reverse, cat £120. Rarely seen stamp. £30

NORTHERN RHODESIA

820     S      SG11, 1925 2/- Brown & Ultramarine, very fine used, cat £48 £18

821     S      SG18i, 1935 Silver Jubilee 1d value with the ‘Dash by Turret’ variety, cats £325 unfortunately unused without gum and
has a few blunt perfs, so realistically reserved £20

NORWAY

822     A      1940s to 2004 selection of mainly used in large Importa stock book with odds, sets etc plus Officials at end of book
plus other values to 10k, condn fair to fine (100s) £35

823     A      Early to modern collection in chronological order in 64 sided ‘Compass’ stock book. Many hundreds with better seen
and must have a huge cat value. £80

824     S      SG2var (Facit 1v8var), 1855 4sk blue with very large margins. This stamp showing a Re-entry variety at the top left
corner which is Facit listed and was Cat 12,000 Swedish Krone in 2005! Stamp is tied to a small piece and has a
complete ‘Christianssand’ circular postmark. Nice stamp £130

OMAN

825     E      MS254, The Voyage of Sinbad miniature sheet, fine U/M, not often seen, cat £55 £17

826     E      SGMS254, 1981 Voyages of Sinbad miniature sheet U/M, cat £55 £8

OMNIBUS

827     S      1948 Royal Silver Wedding sets for Barbados, British Solomon Islands and Gilbert & Ellice Islands, all mounted mint,
Cat £47+ £12

828     S      1948 Royal Silver Wedding sets for Falklands Deps, Fiji and Gambia, all mounted mint, Cat £40+ £10

829     S      1948 Royal Silver Wedding sets for Leeward Islands, Mauritius, St. Vincent and Somaliland Protectorate, all mounted
mint, Cat £63+ £15

830     S      1948 Royal Silver Wedding sets for St. Lucia, Sierra Leone and Virgin Islands, all mounted mint, Cat £58+ £15

831     E      2000 18th Birthday of Prince William in u/m blocks of 4 from countries Br. Virgin Isl., Caymans, Falklands, S. Georgia and
Tristan Da Cunha, Cat £146 £15

832     A      A Westminster collection of Royalty issues including GB 1937  Coronation, 1948 S. Wedding, 1997 Diamond Jubilee
coin cover plus 1985 Queen Mother’s Birthday with a few MS’s plus 12 Commonwealth FDCs all in good condition,
stamps all u/m £10

833     S      Antigua & Cayman Is - Antigua 1948 RSW pair (SG112/3) and Caymans SG130 (10/- only) RSW (3 stamps), all U/M,
cat £41 £12
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834     A      Commonwealth collection of u/m sets & MSs, many FDCs including Benham’s etc of 1992 40th Anniversary of Queen
Elizabeth II Accession housed in Royal album £1

835     A      World collection of CEPT and Europa covers in green cover album with many countries represented spanning 1960-
1972 with many better, condn fair to fine (210+) £25

PAKISTAN

836     A      1980 - 2004 fine used collection on ‘Britannia’ printed pages and a few loose stamps also. Several hundred and quite
difficult to find the later periods. Will catalogue up well and appears relatively complete. £60

837     A      2005 - 2014 fine used collection on ‘Britannia’ printed leaves and l0ose, several hundreds and difficult to find. High cat
value. Good collector lot or would break well £40

838     E      A good to fine used collection on leaves spanning 1951-85, all written up, stc £380 £44

839     A      Including Bahawalpur - 1947-1979 mint or used collection on ‘Britannia’ printed leaves including some service
overprints, many hundreds with good catalogue value. £50

840     A      Mint & used collection including 1947 vals to 10r u, Independence m & u, 1948-56 to 25r + a few perf variants used,
1949 Anniv set m & u, 1951-56 Independence m, 1954 & 1955 Independence sets mint. Also some Service stamps
including 1948 vals to 1r u, 1949 “Service” vals etc, 1954 to 2r m (SG045-51) etc, condition good to fine throughout
Cat £395+  (few 100) £60

PALAU

841     A      1983-1994 collection / accumulation in three Lindner albums (one without cover). Must be a huge catalogue value as
albums have a good degree of completion. £80

PHILIPPINES

842     E      1899 issues duplicated used with many on small pieces including strips and blocks, vals to 50c, condn mixed stc £2136 £150

843     E      1903 USA issues optd with 1c(2), 5c(10), 13c, 15c(38), 16c(4), 30c(2), 50c(49) and $1, good to fine used, condn mixed
with some on pieces, stc £3272 £180

PITCAIRN ISLANDS

844     S      SG11/12, 1948 Royal Silver Wedding fine used, cat £51.50 £15

845     S      SG19a, 19b and 28a, 1957 definitive series 1d shade x 2 and better 2/6d shade. All three stamps very fine used, cat
£67 £15

846     E      SG94a/106, 1969 Definitive set on a large plain First Day Cover with Pitcairn CDS cancels, cat £36 as used stamps £8

PNG

847     A      1952-1985 mint collection (primarily U/M) in a red 22 ring ‘Lindner’ printed album for collecting mint and used in the
same album. Includes 1952-58 set (cat £90), 1964 Birds u/m; Overall there are 465 stamps mostly in sets to the end
of 1983and the album is 95% plus complete for this period with only a few gaps. Clean lot in an expensive album. £50

848     A      1985-1999 printed Lindner ‘dual’ pages in a blue 22 ring binder. Contains a primarily U/m collection with stamps from
1985 to circa 1993 and then very sparse to the end. There are a little over 200 stamps in this expensive (when new)
album. Ideal for completion and a good basis for a one country collection of this period £40

849     S      SG1/14, 1952 definitive short set to 10/- (less 3½d black) 14 values U/M, Cat £50 £12

850     S      SG44s/45s, 1963 10/- and £1 overprinted SPECIMEN fine mtd mint, cat £90 £18

851     S      SG8, 2/6d black & brown with Horizontal watermark, very fine used with corner cancellation leaving design clear. A
very scarce used stamp Cats £550 (more mint). Seldom offered. £225
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POLAND

852     A      1918 - 1995 mint and used collection in blue ‘Trident’ two post binder., many hundreds with some nice earlier issues
also. Very clean lot with many hundreds of stamps on well filled pages. £50

853     A      Collection in album from 1979-90 containing largely unmounted mint sets including mini sheets, condition fine (100s) £10

854     E      Poland, collection on pages and stock card. WE estimate over 700 stamps here wit many sets mint and used, the latter
prevailing. Many different items will fill many gaps. £15

855     E      Thematic content including ranges from 1954-89 with SG900-03 x73 (Animals), SG3209-14 x44(Dogs), SG3119-24
x17(Bees) and SG3006-09 x30 (Trains) all u/m but the odd toning in places, stc £440+ £34

PORTUGAL

856     E      1934-46 used including 1934 Exhibition, 1940 Legion, 1941 Costumes, 1945 Navigators, 1946 Castles, 1947 Costumes,
condn good to fine stc £210+ £30

857     E      1940-71 small selection of mint sets including 1940 Leecon, 1943 Caravel 1E50 & 4E, 1953 Games 2E30, 1953 Princess,
1956 Railways, Cat £500+ (19) £55

PORTUGUESE COLONIES

858     E      Mozambique Company 1918 10c Black & red SG210A in u/m sheet of 100 with sheet number 108 in margin, Cat
£140 £27

859     E      Mozambique Company- 1922 10c Black & red SG210a in complete sheet of 100 with sheet number 110 £25

860     E      Packet with a quantity of earlier issues all off paper and totally unchecked in packet. Several hundreds, good lot with
potential! £24

QATAR

861     S      SG592/7, 1976 Dhows set mint, cat £70 £11

RHODESIA

862     E      1892-1913 used ranges on album leaves, we note 1892 m & u vals to 6d, 1896-97 vals to 6d with various, 1897 vals
to 8d, 1898-1908 vals to 2/6 used etc, then 1913-19 Admiral vals to 1/- with many being identified from SG188 to 295
etc including some shades & perfs, condition fair to fine Cat £610+ (dozens) £140

863     E      Early to modern selection in bag, loose including some Admirals etc, condn mixed (dozens) £1

RHODESIA & NYASALAND

864     S      SG16/16a, 1955 3d ultramarine & turquoise-green U/M pair, one stamp with the listed ‘Wing flaw’ variety in pair with
normal, cat £25 £8

865     S      SG2/15 (No ½d, or 1/-), 1954-56 set to £1 less 2 values, but includes 1d coil. Fine mtd mint (a couple U/M), cat £119 £20

866     S      SG28 and 30/31, 1959 2/6d, 10/- and £1 values mounted mint, cat £93 £24

ROMANIA

867     E      SG5660/5663, 1994 Sturgeon set U/M sheetlets of 10 sets, cat £60 £10

ROSS DEPENDENCY

868     E      2007 Scott Base Presentation Pack with set of 5 stamps plus 5 mini sheets and FDC for the 50th Anniversary £12

869     S      SG72/77, 2001 Penguins set U/M marginal blocks of 6, cat £66 £15
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RUANDA-RUANDI

870     E      RWANDA- 1983 Rockwell set in complete sheets of 20 u/m, stc £80 £8

RUSSIA

871     E      1861 outer letter sheet bearing 1858 10k addressed to Pernau cancelled with a super numeral ‘1’ of St,. Petersburg.
Scarce and very clean, had been estimated at £55-70 a while ago at auction it seems. £30

872     E      1940-79 ranges of mainly fine used including Air stamps with SG417-20, 579-83, 634-36, 645-47, 659-66, 678-87 etc
plus a few mint, stc £580+ £70

873     E      1957-1969 mint and used collection on 130+ Scott printed album pages. Well over 1,600 different stamps and miniature
sheets includes the good 1958 sheet mint. Lots of sets and whilst generally a cheaper period likely to fill plenty of gaps.
Cheap reserve for the quantity on offer £110

874     B      A duplicated accumulation of FDCs including 1980 Olympics with SG4684-88 (37), MS4689 (20), SG4749-53 (52),
Cat as fine used c£539, also a quantity of Postal Stationery issues £28

875     A      Early to circa  1940 in large red ‘Compass’ stock book. Slight duplication and includes many better sets and values from
the 1930’s with stamps cat up to £190 each (SG634) and with many cat £15-20 and more each. Also includes some
other areas e.g. Armenia,  Modern Batum, Transcaucasian Federation, Georgia, Modern Tajikistan and Estonia etc. Over
1,800 items in all and we estimate 1,600 are Russia alone. High cat and a great lot for breaking / expansion.
Recommended viewing. £375

876     A      Mid 1940’s to 1960’s mint and used collection in a maroon ‘Lighthouse’ stock book. We estimate circa 1500+ stamps
all in nice condition with many sets of the period. Nice lot for continuation with a solid base to build upon. Good clean
material. £160

SAAR

877     S      SG251, 1948 definitive 200f red U/M, cat £46 £10

878     S      SG288, 1950 Stamp Day 15f + 5f U/M, cat £110 £15

SAMOA

879     A      1977-1996 U/M collection in red 4 ring binder. A good degree of completion for period, cat £330+ £50

880     E      22 Early stamps on card. 5 are used the rest mint. Includes 5 Samoa Express types assumed to be reprints and SG90/97,
1899 Provisional Govt overprint set complete mint. £18

881     S      SG90/97, 1899/1900 set of 8 fine used, cat £150 £30

SAN MARINO

882     S      1877 1L Blue SG37 fine cds used, Cat £550 £50

883     S      1923 25c and 1L proofs, 1960 Olympics x 4 imperf values overprinted ‘Saggio’ (Specimen) also Italy 1929 x 3 values
overprinted Saggio, all mint and scarce £20

884     A      1960’s to 1980’s duplicated ex dealer stock in very well filled stock book, 1000++ in this album. Suit trader. £80

SARAWAK

885     E      1934-41 Japanese Occupation Revenues in mtd mint and u/m condition, comprising of 3c, 6c, 10c, 25c, 50c and $5
(singles) and 3c, 6c, 25c and 50c in blocks of 4, a few minor imperfection but generally good to fine (Barefoot Cat
£400++) (22) £100

886     S      1934-41 most values to $1 SG106-20 fine mtd mint (1c & 15c small thins) otherwise fine, Cat £89 (17) £14

887     S      Japanese Occupation 1942 50c Violet & scarlet overprint in violet in u/m corner marginal block of 4, Cat £380 (4) £80

888     S      SG165/166 1948 Royal Silver Wedding set fine mint, cat £48 £12
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889     S      SG185 & 202, KG6 and QEII matching design $5 values, both very fine used, Cat £38 £10

SEYCHELLES

890     S      SG135/149, 1938-1949 KGVI set of 25 (less common 25 SG145ab), cat £543+ as cheapest types fine mint. £40

891     S      SG146, KGVI 1938 1r yellow green fine mounted mint, key stamp in set, cat £160 £25

892     S      SG2901/212, 1962-68 set values from 35c to 10r U/M, cat £52 £12

893     S      SG69, 1906 1r50 black & carmine, MCA Watermark, fine used. Cat £65 £26

SIERRA LEONE

894     S      1938 5d Olive green SG194 in 10 u/m blocks of 4, Cat £110 £11

895     E      QE2 Mint / UM collection on stock pages, approx. 200 stamps with some better £22

SINGAPORE

896     A      Hello Kitty and the stars (Star signs) hardback presentation book which contains 7 special sheetlets of stamps as issued.
Nice limited edition item that is rarely offered. The sheetlet formats are unique to this product. £20

897     S      SG31/32 1948 Royal Silver Wedding set fine mint, cat £101 £25

898     S      SG38/52, 1955-59 set (15v) a mix of mint and some U/M, the $5 has toned perfs, cat £130, cheap reserve £20

SOLOMON ISLANDS

899     E      2005 - 2010 U/M collection of complete sets and miniature sheets, some in sheetlet form. Fine and many attractive
thematics, Cat £557 £55

SOMALILAND

900     S      SG125/135, 1951 definitive set mounted mint, cat £55 £13

SOUTH AFRICA

901     E      1961-73 useful stock lot including coils with SG199b(44) and SG315a(38) etc, stc £510 £36

902     E      Colonial South Africa ranges on Hagner’s and pages with mint & used including Cape of Good Hope EDVII m & u vals
to 1/-, Natal including EDVII m & u vals to 2/6 plus 10/- m optd “SPECIMEN” (faults) etc, Orange Free States mint &
used range of opts with various raised stops etc, Transvaal from 1880s various m & u on pages plus EDVII used vals to
5/- etc, condition mixed but still an interesting lot (100s) £60

903     S      Mafeking - SG3, 1900 3d on 1d siege stamp, good used, cat £75 £18

904     S      SG16, 10/- George V, fine fresh mint, vibrant colour, Cat £180 £60

905     S      SG39 1927 - 30 10/- Perf 14 very fine used se-tenant pair. Difficult to get a joined pair, Cat £160 £65

906     S      SG76/9, 1938 Voortrekker set in se-tenant pairs mounted mint, cat £80 £18

907     E      Two pages with items for the 1976 sports issue with some blocks. Key item is the overprinted stamp for the World
Bowls Championship on clean unaddressed FDC which has been signed by members of the winning South African
team and their manager. Six signatures in all and not something we have seen before. Would look great written up as
part of a display. £15

SOUTH ARABIA

908     S      SG42/54, 1966 New Currency definitive set of 13 U/M, cat £50 £12

909     S      SG55/67, 1966 surcharge set of 13 values U/M, cat £45, the 500f on 10/- is a little toned not obvious from the front
and reflected in the reserve £8
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SOUTH GEORGIA

910     A      1967-2015 U/M accumulation in well used green ‘Wessex Paragon’ stock book. All items identified by SG number and
with duplication and not necessarily in cheap items. We spotted 5 x 2009 Shackleton Def set (cat £40 each) and other
post 2000 issues in blocks of four. Ideal for trader and popular material. Majority of the value is in post 2000 issues,
total cat exceeds £1,350. Nice lot that will break well. £140

911     A      Dark Blue / Black ‘Prinz’ four ring binder with 29 covers almost all being FDC’s issued between 1972 and 1992 housed
on Prinz Pro-fil pages. Binder comes with blue slipcase. Covers are all unaddressed in good condition and this binder
and pages are all clean. Reserved at under £1 an item with the album thrown in as well. Sounds cheap £25

912     S      SG161/175, 1987 Bird definitive set to £3 U/M, cat £30 £8

913     S      SG305, 1999 £5 King Penguin lower right hand corner marginal cylinder block of four stamps, face value £20 U/M, cat
£72 £24

914     E      SG364/379, Aspects sheetlet of 16 U/M. Cat £36 £9

915     S      SG390/402, 2004 Juvenile Fauna set to £5 U/M, cat £64 £16

SOUTHERN RHODESIA

916     S      1937 definitive set to 5/- (13v) SG40-52 fine mtd mint, Cat £85 £9

SPAIN

917     A      1987-1995 U/M collection in a tan coloured ‘Safe’ hinge-less album, almost complete for the period, stamps STC £349 £60

918     A      1996-2001 U/M collection in tan ‘Safe’ hinge-less album, fairly complete, STC (Unchecked) £574 £90

919     A      2002-2006 U/M collection in ‘Safe’ hinge-less album (tan colour). Sparse in places but all Euro values and STC £673
(not checked by vendor) £100

920     E      2012-2014 11 different mini sheets U/M, including Bridges, Cars and Art, all U/m, cat £124 £24

921     S      A small selection of better including, 1952 St. Francis Xavier, 1953 Air 50p (SG1187), 25p (SG1191) etc, good to fine
used (5) £20

922     S      SG1157/1161, 1951 Birth of Isabella set fine mint, cat £70 £14

923     E      SGMS4857/4858, 2014 Spanish Gastronomy pair of miniature sheets, cat £52 £12

SPANISH COLONIES

924     S      Morocco - SG150, 1929 Seville-Barcelona Stamp Exhibition 10 peseta top value U/M, cat £42 as mtd £10

925     S      Morocco - SG150, 1929 Seville-Barcelona Stamp Exhibition 10 peseta top value U/M, fine block of four, cat £168+
as mtd £32

ST. HELENA

926     E      1996 Year pack with all stamps and mini sheets U/M, cat £44.75 £10

927     S      SG143/144 1948 Royal Silver Wedding set fine mint, cat £30.30 £12

928     S      SG46, 47, 49, 50 and 52, 1896 ½d, 1d, 2d, 2½d and 10d mounted mint, 2d with a vertical crease (not obvious from
front)., cat £72+ £14

ST. KITTS-NEVIS

929     E      Nevis- 1984-1989 all different ranges of FDCs appears fairly complete, stc £296 (as fine used) £50
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ST. LUCIA

930     E      1984-1989 different ranges of FDCs, appears fairly complete, stc £336 (as fine used) £60

931     E      1984-1990 all different selection of FDCs, appears fairly complete, stc £165 (as fine used) £30

ST. VINCENT

932     E      1984-1989 all different ranges of FDCs with most issues plus a few MSs, Cat £300+ (as fine used) £55

933     E      Grenadines 1984-1989 different ranges of FDCs including most issues plus a few MSs, Cat £265 (as fine used) £45

934     E      Grenadines Bequia & Union Island 1984-1989 different ranges of FDCs (c109) £18

935     S      SG53b, 1893 5/- Brown-Lake fresh mtd mint, top value, cat £35 £10

936     S      SG61/2, 1897 2½d and 5d new colour set fine used, cat £34 £10

SUDAN

937     E      1927-41 1m Black & orange SG37 in u/m complete sheet of 120 stamps, Cat £90 £20

938     S      SG10/17, Quatrefoil WMK set complete (8v) mounted mint, cat £150 £36

939     S      SG94, 1941 10p mtd mint, Cat £110 £22

940     S      SG95, 1941 20p top value mtd mint, cat £110 £22

941     S      SGO32/O42, 1936-46 Official set U/M, virtually all are corner marginal stamps. Cat £250 £70

942     S      SGO5/O11, 1903-12 official set to 10p mint, cat £65 £13

943     E      SGO60, 1950 2½p Official in a full sheet of 50 U/M, folded once only, nice condition. Cat £75 £18

944     E      SGO63, 1950 4p Official in a full sheet of 50 U/M, folded once only, nice condition. Cat £50 £12

SWA

945     S      1938 Voortrekker set SG105-8 fine mtd mint, Cat £110 £18

946     S      SG140b, 1949 UPU 3d blue mounted mint pair with the ‘Lake in Africa’ variety. From R2/9. Cat £65 £22

947     S      SGD51, 1931 6d black and slate postage due in a very good used horizontal pair. Cat £50+ £15

SWEDEN

948     A      1858 to 1986 collection n in red 64 page ‘Compass’ stock book. Mint and used with some U/M. Well filled book with
decent numbers of earlier issues. Unchecked by us, many 100’s £100

949     A      1885-1968 fine used collection with a good degree of completion including definitives and many commems with 3
sided perf pairs with better, we note 1891 Oscar II to 1K, 1910-19 6ore to 1K (wmk Crown), 1921 Gustav Vasa set x2,
1920 Post horns, 1921-26 Gustav V to 145ore, 1924 both 10ore UPUs with wmk, 1931 5K Royal Palace, 1941-58
Royal Palace with pairs including SG252ab (C.£200), 1939 Ling, 1938 King Gustav V etc plus many more complete sets
with perf variations and pairs, useful lot housed in printed hinge less Davo album, Cat £2,100+ (100s) £180

950     A      1991-1995 U/M collection in Black ‘Postzegels’  stock book. Cat £1,260+ and almost complete for the period covered. £100

951     E      Small good to fine used selection with 1858 12ore & 30ore, 1872-79 Perf.13 most vals to 1k, 1886-91 many vals to 1k
including 6ore etc, stc £280+ (23) £20

952     E      Stock page with seven different booklets (look to be circa 1990’s) each with panes complete fine used and in very
good condition. Cat £65 £14
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SWITZERLAND

953     A      1862 - 1998 printed pages in two lighthouse padded hinge-less binders. Mint and used, good condition throughout.
Albums have been picked over, but some pickings remain. We note U/M Pro Juventute issues from 1919 to 1963
complete; Pro Patria U/M from the 1940’s;  1943 Stamp Centenary Mini Sheet; UN Geneva 1971 -81 U/M; Seated
Helvetia and William Tell types with different printings & papers worth checking; We counted over 900 stamps here
and these albums are expensive new. Reserve is very reasonable and below the cost of albums alone when new. £80

954     E      1900-1945 better values cds used including SG191-3, 320a, 322a, 336-37, 346, 358, 361-63, 394-97, 452, 453 and 456-
7, stc £1180 £140

955     S      1908-40 3f Pale yellow & yellow bistre SG246 in a fine used block of 6 but has been repaired by hinges although
stamps are intact £10

956     E      1913-24 Pro-Juventute issues complete fine used, stc £1,000+ £110

957     E      1913-50 Pro-Juventute issues complete with 1937 miniature sheet, stc £1,640+ £150

958     S      1945 Pax 60c and 80c good to fine used, SG453/4, cat £145 £15

959     S      1951 “Lunaba” miniature sheet SGMS531a u/m, Cat £375 £45

960     E      1951-95 Pro-Juventute issues complete on stock pages ranging from SGJ137-336, all fine used, stc £380+ £44

961     E      1952-93 Pro-Patria issues complete for period all fine used stc £420+ (many dozens) £44

962     E      1965-1993 u/m sets on album pages with good ranges including a few blocks of four plus the odd fine used, stc £780+
(few 100) £60

963     A      A mint & used collection in spring back album early to modern from imperf vals to 40r u, 1862 many m & u vals to 1f,
1882 vals to 1f u, 1900 UPU m & u, 1908 vals to 3f u, 1914 to 10f u, 1932 Disarmament u, 1935 Air opts m or u, 1938
Labour Bureau u, then a good solid range of issues either mint or used. Good range of Pro Juventute at back of book
from 1913 including 1916 set used with many sets to 1940s m & u etc, high catalogue value condition mixed (100s) £115

964     E      Early selection on album page including 1850 5rp & 10rp, 1854 40r, 1855 vals to 20r, 1859 vals to 20r etc, condn mixed
(20) £30

965     A      Early to modern used / fine used ranges in brown stock book, several hundred including a good number of early issues. £16

966     E      International Organisations United Nations - 17 stamps and three blocks mint and U/m on two stock pages,
cat £262 £30

967     E      Selection of early issues mint & used including 1867 vals to 50c used + 40c mint, 1881 m & u vals to 40c, condn fair
to fine (25) £30

968     S      SG1449/1459, 2000-01 Tourism set of 10 U/m, cat £47 £8

969     S      SG1702/3, 1707 and 1782, 1st, 2nd and 3rd issues of the Rare Breeds Association, 4 stamps all self adhesive. Total Cat
£40+ £6

970     S      SG455/8, 1945 Pax 2F, 3F, 5F and 10F top values fine used, cat £1,000 £85

971     S      Small used selection on stock card including 1862-64 2c Grey(2), 10c, 20c(5) & 30c, 1881 2c Ochre(2) and 1882-
1903 3f, fine cds used but a couple with faults (12) £12

972     E      Stock page with 4 fine used sets, Pro Juventute for 1941 (J96/J99), 1942 (J100/J103), and 1947 (J120/J123) plus the
1948 National Fete set (SG495/498). All with nice circular cancels. Total cat £53.50 £8

SYRIA

973     E      1958 Conference set in complete sheets SG676-77, all u/m £10

TAIWAN

974     E      Two miniature sheets unmounted mint, namely MS406a and MS415a. The later with some paper creases / marks. Cat
£35 £6
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TANGANYIKA

975     S      SG115, 1/30 pretty traffic light strip of three stamps from bottom left corner of the sheet. Middle stamp has variety
‘Colon Flaw between Dec and 1961’ visual and clear, fine U/M £10

976     S      SG86a, 5/- Giraffe WMK UPRIGHT, lightly mounted mint, cat £65 £20

TANZANIA

977     E      1994 Prehistoric Animals, SG1799 (40/-), SG1803 (170/-) and SG1804 (250/-) in complete U/M sheets of 50 stamps.
Cat £162.50 £12

THAILAND

978     S      SG755a, 1973 Definitive top value 20b green & orange fresh U/M, Cat £250 £36

THEMATIC

979     A      2005 Battle of Trafalgar - Commonwealth anniversary collection of U/M sets and Mini sheets plus some FDC’s in
binder, useful lot £26

980     E      A-Z selection of complete sheets depicting Birds, Animals and Fish u/m with leaves with descriptive write up, stc £990+
(33 items) £80

981     A      Birds - Collection in 64 page blue stock book. Several hundred stamps and miniature sheets. Mint (including U/M) and
used (mint prevalent), with better seen and high cat. £65

982     A      Birds - Three special four ring binders with an U/M, Fine Used and FDC collection with dozens of issues and many
better sets. £40

983     A      Butterflies - Green stock book with a mint, U/M and fine used collection including Antigua, Belize, Botswana, Swaziland
etc. £12

984     E      Butterflies including Bulgaria 1990 x60 sets SG3699-3704 and Mongolia 1990 x15 sets SG2162-68, all u/m, stc £355 £34

985     E      Cats - Worldwide mint and used loose off paper selection in bag, many hundreds with sets etc. Clean lot with many
to sort through and unchecked £16

986     A      Disney - Green ‘Lighthouse’ stock book with many sets and miniature sheets and some part sets. Mint many being
U/M and highly cat £40

987     E      Dogs - Worldwide mint and used loose selection in bag, many hundreds with sets etc. Clean lot with many to sort
through £24

988     A      Flowers - World collection in large stock book including some sets good to fine used, condn fair to fine (100s) £5

989     A      Football - Red ‘SG’ brand stock book with 32 sides. Sets, blocks and miniature sheets, good range of primarily foreign
material with some interesting things seen. Book is reasonably full. £32

990     E      Motorcars from Mongolia 1986 x49 sets SG1783-89, all u/m £25

991     E      Olympics - 1992 cover commemorating the Gold medal Winners in the Men’s coxless pairs rowing. Cover features
and is autographed by Steve Redgrave and Matthew Pinsent, has a Spanish stamp and Olympic postmark. £12

992     A      Railways - St. Vincent 1983 Leaders of the World (1st issue). The 10c, 25c, 50c and $2.50 values each in a lavish
padded folder produced by Format International Security printers containing proofs of the colours used in printing
and initialled to confirm where correct or amendments needed. Unusual and rare items which are very impressive. £40

993     E      Royalty - 1977 Silver Jubilee First Day Covers x 5 for Gibraltar, IOM, Jersey, Guernsey and GB, all with inset crown
coins and all from a limited edition beating the serial number 0699. Cheaply reserved £10

994     A      Royalty - Blue album with many sets mostly being for the 1987, 40th Anniversary of the Royal Wedding from various
C/W countries. Also a good number of FDC’s for the same issue and aa few for other royal events. Includes some
Specimen items. £20

995     B      Space - Collection in seven stock books includes covers and FDC’s and pages. 100’s of issues including unusual and
difficult to find Middle East material. £150
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996     E      Togolaise- modern duplicated selection including 1984 Motorcars (Airs) SG1735-41 x120 sets u/m, Cat £13.80 each,
total catalogue value £1,650+ £100

TONGA

997     E      SG1040/1059, 1989 Inauguration of National Sports Stadium / South Pacific Games in U/M sheetlets of 10 stamps,
being 2 complete sets (over three sheetlets). Attractive sporting thematic set. Cat £66+ as basic stamps £12

TRANSVAAL

998     S      EDVII good to fine mint selection on stock card with 1902 vals to 2/- and 1904-09 ½d to 2½d, Cat £220+ (12) £35

999     S      SG103, 6d dull blue, imperforate, four margins. Cancellation a little smudged but a good stamp. Cat £48 and more
awkward to find than this would suggest. £14

TRINIDAD

1000   E      And Tobago - 1990 Scarlet Ibis first day cover signed by Mr George Medley, Chairman of Trustees, Worldwide Fund for
Nature. Stated on the reverse to be number 25 of just 25 covers so produced. SG774/7 good bird thematic. £14

1001   E      Early Britannia types to circa 1990 a mint and primarily used offering  on a dozen Hagner / album pages. Includes KG6
definitive set of 14 complete used. We counted over 340 stamps in this lot, minor duplication and a good starter lot,
includes Tobago also. £36

1002   S      SG12, 1854-57 (1d) rose-red imperforate on white paper. This has good original gum and three and a half margins.
Fresh appearance given it’s age. Has a minute pinhole not detracting.  Cat £2,500 £250

1003   S      SG259/260, 1948 Silver Wedding set fine used, cat £48 £16

1004   S      Tobago - SG2, 1879 3d Blue, fresh mounted mint, Cat £150 £46

TRIPOLOTANIA

1005   S      SG177/178 1933 Balbo Transatlantic Mass Formation Flight set very lightly mounted mint, cat £52 £12

TRISTAN DA CUHNA

1006   S      SG553/564, 1994 Ships definitive set U/M, cat £31 £8

1007   E      SG811/816, 2005 Battle of Trafalgar set in sheetlets of six with illustrated borders, Cat £90+ £21

TURKEY

1008   E      1960s u/m ranges in blocks of 4 including SG2074-80 and SG2101-09, Cat £220+ £28

TURKS & CAICOS 

1009   A      QV to QEII mint & used collection including QV mint vals to 1/-, 1913-21 vals to 2/- m, 1918-19 War Tax mint, 1922-
26 to 2/-, 1928 m & u vals to 5/-, KGVI mint vals to 2/-, 1957 most values to 10/- etc, condition fair to fine (several
dozens) £40

TUVALU

1010   B      New issue handstamps for preparing First Day Covers (Postmarks with handle and commemorative rubber date stamp)
x 60. Each is probably unique and most unusual. £15

1011   E      SG187A/187B, 1981 Tonga Relief Fund 45c x 2 U/M, one with surcharge inverted, the other with surcharge doubled
both on the 1981 Wedding issue. Very striking £8
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UGANDA

1012   S      SG54 & 57, 1896  1a and 3a fine used with ‘Toro’ 1898 CDS. These stamps have been hinged together to show the
complete postmark.  Scarce item £50

URUGUAY

1013   E      SG2139/2142, 1993 Greater Rhea (Bird thematic) set in full U/M sheets of 25 sets, cat £55 £10

USA

1014   E      1959 Air 10c and 13c Liberty Bell and 24c Lincoln in U/M sheets of 40, cat £146 £20

1015   E      1976-2002 with 1976 American Revolution SG1666a-d and 2002 Greetings SG4195-4244, all u/m £13

1016   E      1983 & 1984 Year Packs with all stamps U/M £8

1017   E      1998 Sylvester and Tweety Pie mini sheet of 10 stamps and 1990 Daffy Duck mini sheet of 10, both with a single stamp
imperforate with normal sheets (single stamp perforated). A total of four sheets U/M. £16

1018   B      Cadbury’s Roses tin with over 2,000 early to middle period commemoratives plus a separate packet of President’s
and heads smaller definitive types. All used, must sell instruction on this. £1

1019   B      Cardboard tube containing  a ‘Press Sheet’ of the 1993 Legends of the West comprising 6 U/M sheets of stamps, scarce £24

1020   B      Cardboard tube containing  a ‘Press Sheet’ of the 2005 DC Super Heroes issue comprising 6 U/M sheets of stamps,
scarce £24

1021   B      Cardboard tube containing  a ‘Press Sheet’ of the 2005 Wonders of America stamp issue comprising 6 U/M sheets of
stamps, scarce £24

1022   B      Cardboard tube containing  a ‘Press Sheet’ of the 2005 Wonders of America stamp issue comprising 6 U/M sheets of
stamps, scarce £24

1023   B      Cardboard tube containing  a ‘Press Sheet’ of the 2006 Marvel Comics issue comprising 6 U/M sheets of stamps, scarce £26

1024   B      Cardboard tube containing  a ‘Press Sheet’ of the 2006 Marvel Comics issue comprising 6 U/M sheets of stamps, scarce £26

1025   B      Cardboard tube containing  a ‘Press Sheet’ of the 2007 Star Wars stamp issue comprising 6 U/M sheets of stamps,
scarce £24

1026   B      Cardboard tube containing  a ‘Press Sheet’ of the 2007 Star Wars Yoda Left issue comprising 6 U/M sheets of stamps,
scarce £24

1027   B      Cardboard tube containing 5 copies of the ‘Press Sheet’ for 2007 Star Wars stamp issue comprising 6 U/M sheets of
stamps,(5 sheets) scarce £100

1028   B      Orange shoe box well filled with several 100 small size FDC’s, look to be all different. 1950’s to 1980’s in the main all
clean and very fairly reserved £20

1029   E      SG1930/1979 1982 State Flowers and Birds sheet of 50 stamps U/M, cat £65 £11

1030   E      SG2044, 1983 Bald Eagle $9.35 in special folder on a NASA cover flown in outer space. Stamp cats £32 used £8

1031   S      SG2185, 2378, 2586, 2594 and 2610, American Bald eagle stamps x 5. 1985 $10.75, 1988 $8.75, 1991 $9.95, $2.90 and
$14 all very good used, cat £92 £15

1032   E      SG2256/2305, 1987 North American Wildlife sheet of 50 U/M, cat £95 £15

1033   E      SG2680/2729, 1972 Wild Flowers sheet of 50 U/M, couple of gum bends, Cat £65 £11

1034   S      SG304, 1901 8c Canal Locks mounted mint, cat £120 £16

1035   E      SG3902/3921, 2001 American Illustrators full sheet of 20 stamps U/M, cat £32 £6

1036   S      SG74, 1861 24c Washington good used, cat £350 £20

1037   E      SGMS1666a/d, 1976 American Bicentenary set of four miniature sheets U/M, cat £37 £8

1038   E      SGMS2660, 1992 Columbus set of 6 miniature sheets U/M, cat £65 £12
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1039   E      SGMS3301, 1997 Bugs Bunny miniature sheet x 2, one with the single stamp perforated, the other with it Imperf. The
imperf one is quite scarce. £10

VANUATU

1040   E      A fine u/m duplicated selection from 1990 with “London 1990” SGMS546 (20), Independence SGMS552 (20) and
Centenary of Charles De Gaulle sheetlet (14) SG553-58, Cat £400+ £40

VATICAN

1041   A      1929-1982 U/M collection in a red printed Lighthouse hinge-less album. Only missing the 1934 surcharge set of 6
stamps, otherwise complete includes the 1948 Air Pair, 1949 Air, 1935 Judicial Congress set and 1933 set and the good
1952 Centenary Miniature sheet. Lovely condition throughout. Total cat (list provided) is £5,189. Excellent one country
offering, good throughout. £850

1042   E      1930-1980s duplicated ranges of sets in blocks of four u/m housed on stock page and thin stock book, stc £500 (few
100) £36

1043   E      1939-1954 a range of better values on stock pages including SG1-133, 28, 29(4), 30(3), 31, 35, SGE15, 41-46, 47-51,
53, 68 etc, all good to fine cds used, stc £980 £140

1044   A      1983 - 1991 U/M collection in Red ‘Davo’ stock book. Unsure if this is complete for period but must be nearly so if
not. Cat £441, all in good condition includes some sheetlets. £55

1045   S      Small mint range on stock card 1929-31 including SG1-13, E14-15, 44 and SGD15-20, stc £320+ (26) £40

VIRGIN ISLANDS

1046   S      SG14b, 1867-70 1/- black and rose-carmine fine used but not guaranteed cancellation, cat £375 £15

1047   E      SG610/613, 1986 Rum Making set in cross gutter blocks of 16 sets, overprinted SPECIMEN, cat £160 as normal! £30

YEMEN

1048   E      Mahra State - Space thematic set of 9 stamps in complete U/M sheets of 25 stamps £8

ZAMBIA

1049   A      Large blue ‘SG’ stock book with a remaindered eBay stock with a few dozen sets and miniature sheets, several with
good thematic appeal. Suit reseller £40

ZANZIBAR

1050   E       SG310/313 1936 Sultan Harub set of 13 fine mint on album page, Cat £120 £35

Lot  Category Description                                                                                                                                                   Reserve
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INVICTA Philatelics

eBay Shop
As well as being the owner of both Bristol and Dover Stamp Auctions, the
principals behind Invicta have an eBay shop, which has been running for over
three years and has circa 8,500 ‘positive’ feedback. The  ‘invictaphilatelics’ eBay
shop typically has around 8,000 items available to purchase on a ‘Buy It Now’
basis.

Our main areas of interest are Great Britain and British Commonwealth early
to modern although we also have ranges from several foreign countries also.
We also have a good range of GB First Day Covers, with the emphasis on
‘Official’ covers and modern special postmarks. You will find several scarce FDC
items in our eBay shop listings including more recent ‘official’ issues.

The eBay shop is looked after by Peter’s wife Julie, who does her best to keep
him on the straight and narrow!

We have given a link direct to the shop below, which you need only type into
the search bar on your computer or mobile device. We hope you find the time
to look at the range of items on offer.

www.ebay.co.uk/str/invictaphilatelics

In the meantime, if you want to have a look at the periodic auctions which we
may list, then add the seller name to your favourites and have a look.

We generally list new items on a regular basis, but not necessarily every week.
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Selling in our auctions

IF YOU WISH TO SELL IN OUR AUCTION

If you wish to sell material through our Bristol Stamp Auction sales, please phone
us, email us or come to any public auction to discuss how we can help. Whilst we
can sell almost anything philatelic, the following should be noted;

•   Our ‘standard’ commission charged to vendors in this auction is 20% excluding
VAT. Rates for larger properties and ‘regular’ vendors may vary by prior
arrangement.

•   We do not charge lotting fees, unsold fees or picture fees. The vendor’s
commission is the only cost you will pay to sell through us.

•   You must check with us beforehand if bringing bulky material (i.e. more than 1
box).

•   Other than lots reserved at £1, every lot must have a minimum reserve price

of £30, as the cost of handling items below this value is uneconomic.

•   We reserve the right to reject any un-required material submitted.

•   We have produced a sheet of ‘Guidance Notes’ for sellers that is available on
request and provides more information on ways in which you can enhance the
prospects of selling with us.

•   Material left with us is not insured.

•   Payment is made 5 weeks after the sale.

We want your items to sell as we do not earn anything unless they do. That is why
we will not accept consignments where we feel the reserve prices are too
expensive. Our ownership team has been running auctions for more than 7 years
and attending auctions as buyers for over 30 years. That experience gives us
confidence that we can help you to find a buyer for your unwanted material.

Please help us to help you by providing as much information as you can, this may

include any or all of the following factors:

1.   A count of the quantity of stamps (or a reasonable estimate / guaranteed
minimum)

2.   Catalogue value (please indicate the age of the catalogue used – it can make a
big difference!)

3.    For mint decimal stamps of Great Britain, it helps to calculate a ‘face value’
which could be used as postage.

4.    Specify the dates / reigns covered where applicable.
5.    Flag up any particularly noteworthy items in large collections.
6.    Damage / Imperfections should be pointed out it avoids problems later.

IMPORTANT – PLEASE CONTACT US BEFORE BRINGING MATERIAL FOR SALE
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BRISTOL STAMP AUCTION

BID FORM

CUSTOMER DETAILS

NAME:

ADDRESS :

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

POSTCODE:

PHONE:

EMAIL:

SIGNATURE:

I will make payment direct to your bank account

I wish to pay by cheque which is enclosed.

I wish to receive an invoice.

I wish to pay by credit card or debit card (as details below)

Card valid from date: / Expiry date: /

Card Number:
Security code
from back of card:

Last 3 Digits

PAYMENT INFORMATION

PLEASE NOTE BIDS BELOW RESERVE LEVELS STATED IN THE CATALOGUE WILL BE IGNORED

LOT BID LOT BID LOT BID

Continue on separate sheet of Paper if necessary

Invicta

Stamps Limited
SALE NO.5

SATURDAY 23RD APRIL 2022
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How to Pay & Future Auction Dates
Paying Us for Successful Purchases

Payment arrangements and options are the same for all clients, whether you bid postally, by
email or physically attend the sale. All lots remain our property until full payment has been
received.

Please note that payment for all lots on the day is required before lots will be released to
the buyer, unless prior arrangements have been made to do otherwise.

PAYMENT ARRANGEMENTS

CASH
Cash in £ sterling will be accepted to a maximum of 10,000
Euro’s equivalent. This is the maximum limit allowed to comply
with UK Law relating to money laundering.

CARD PAYMENTS

We accept both credit and debit card payments without any
surcharges or additional fees. However, we do not accept AMEX
payments. For postal bidders, you can provide these details when
bidding, or alternatively, you may phone us to make a card
payment over the phone.

BANK PAYMENTS

A credit direct to our bank account is the cheapest way for us to

receive money from you. If you set us up to receive funds in this
way it would be greatly appreciated, you need only quote your
name and Bristol Stamp Auction invoice number as the reference.
Our Bank Details are as follows:
NatWest Dover Branch, Sort Code 60 – 07 – 04

Account Number 39804119

Account Name: Invicta Stamps Limited

CHEQUE
We accept cheque payments from clients known to us, although,
these cost more to process than a direct bank credit. However, all
bidders may use cheques if they wish.

OTHER
It may be possible to accept other payment methods, e.g. Paypal,
although we prefer the forgoing methods to be used.
Please contact us if required to discuss.

FUTURE AUCTION DATES

SATURDAY 23RD JULY 2022

SATURDAY 22ND OCTOBER 2022
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Lot 460

Lot 463
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Lot 624
Lot 652

Lot 644 Lot 663 Lot 666

Lot 685 Lot 701

Lot 746

Lot Ex 602

Lot Ex 708

Lot Ex 706

Lot Ex 713
Lot Ex 716

Lot Ex 734
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Lot 732 Lot Ex 735 Lot 737

Lot 760

Lot 745
Lot 820Lot 818

Lot 769
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Lot 777

Lot 878

Lot 882

Lot 891

Lot 893 Lot 903

Lot Ex 844

Lot Ex 850

Lot Ex 881

Lot Ex 888

Lot Ex 892

Lot Ex 897
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Invicta

Stamps Limited

Lot Ex 998

Lot Ex 922

Lot Ex 938

Lot Ex 942

Lot 1004

Lot 1005

Lot 1012

Lot 1034
Lot 1036

Lot 1046

Lot 805

Saturday 23rd April 2022

Public Sale at 1.30pm

At Gordano School, St. Mary’s Road, Portishead, Bristol, BS20 7QR

Organised by

INVICTA STAMPS LIMITED
P.O. Box 5, Dover, Kent, CT16 1YQ

Telephone: 01304 829827
Email: invictastamps@btinternet.com

BRISTOL STAMP
AUCTION

Sale Number 5

Invicta

Stamps Limited

Lot Ex 345

Lot Ex 705 Lot Ex 704 Lot Ex 738 Lot 736

Lot Ex 378 Lot 406
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Lot Ex 104 Lot Ex 109 Lot Ex 119

Lot 117 Lot Ex 120 Lot Ex 122

Lot 151
Lot Ex 155

Lot 164

Lot Ex 198
Lot Ex 174

Lot 157

Lot 176

Lot Ex 177

Lot 904 Lot 978

Lot 939

Lot 946

Lot 913

Lot 925

Lot 940

Lot Ex 900

Lot Ex 970
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